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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

ll Sep 79 

Frank Moore 

The attached was returned in 
the President's outbox today 
and is forwarded to you for 
appropriate handling .. 

Rick Hutcheson 

Zbig Brzezinski 

The original has been given 
to Ev Small fbr handling 
and delivery. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 
September 11, 1979 

To Senator Charles Mathias 

Th�nk you for your recent letter asking for 
clarification of a number of questions about 
the SALT II Treaty which arose in the course 
of the hearings. I asked Cy Vance to give 
your questions his close attention, and his 
response is attached. 

I agree with you that the hearings have been 
·extremely useful. They gave the Senate and 

the public a much better understanding of 
the details of what we know to be a tightly 
negotiated Treaty. Your perceptive questions 
provide an additional opportunity to add to 
the public record. 

I look forward to working with you closely 
during the forthcoming weeks-of this historic 
debate. 

Sincerely, 
-------·· ---· · ·  

�/Z� 
- ··.· -�h� _-H��'(;"��'�i-�> Gh�rl·e� itcC;- Mathi'a� �

c. 
J�. 

un fted--States-senate : _ _  :.--,--=- - �: ·· 
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THE SECRETARY OF STATE 

WASHINGTON 

September 7, 1979 

Dear Senator Mathias: 

The President has asked me to respond to the very 
thoughtful and important questions you posed in your 
letter of August 14. The issues have all been a matter 
of careful deliberation within the Executive Branch. 
So I am pleased to give you a response that reflects a 
full consensus within the Administration. 

(1) Is the Soviet commitment not to produce more 
than 30 Backfire bombers per year for the life 
of the Treaty deemed to be binding, and if so 
upon what basis? 

Yes. This and other commitments contained in the 
Soviet statements made at the Vienna Summit on this 
question establish legally binding limits on the 
Backfire. 

If the United States concluded that the Soviet 
Union had broken the Backfire commitments, the United 
States would have the same range of responses as with 
any pro-vision of the Treaty, including - withdrawal from 
the Treaty·-

(2). Does the United States unequivocally retain 
the right to share bot4 technology relevant 

'to the development of strategic systems and 
�:?those systems-the�selves with our allies? ·; : .. ,: ,.:-. 0 . :  ·'· . :  .. :.,:: : ... 

. · ... 
-SALT i,I I-: wiii -�-11ot ·affect traditional patterns of . ·  

American collaboratiori and cooperation with its Allies, 
nor will it preclude cooperation in modernization. The 

o:o:;;:,;::c:c:;.; . . . ;:; $():Yi.ets. _a:t_tempt_ect to. i}1hibi_t such _cooperation __ by c> _ ·· :  - �-

-�\-\�i::--/:;_�_::;--�;rg{i�{;�.���'g_6;;;� •• _�-��;;���;��-:�if�1.�h��:!6�h!.�r.8��6�.o�·i�i ··--u�-�e·--�-
---.-• 

-. :·_,:··• - _ non-cLrcumven.tion_ prmr.ision:_mereiy makes explicit ·an·.·.-. 
-=�--:'�:�.":�·::-�= ·:_-. · _--�- ob�J: igat-l.o_n_ wh-_ic_h ·is��fmp�icit _.in ·��ny- agreem�nt.---. It - -

· . - -
_· ·'•-: __ . __ - __ .. . imposes·-- no'·new obligatf6ris.' -· - . . --

·-·· : . .. . "" 

The Honorable 
·charles McC. Mathias, Jr. 

United States Senate. 
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(3) What is the intention of the Administration 
with respect to the expiration of the Protocol 
on December 31, 1981? Do you foresee circum
stances under which it might be extended? 

The Protocol's limits expire on December 31, 1981. 
The Administration has stated that these limits set no 
precedents for future negotiations; I stated before 
the· Senate Foreign Relations Committee and our NATO 
allies have been told that "any future limitations on 
US systems principally deaigned for theater missions 
should be accompanied by appropriate limitations on 
Soviet theater systems." Therefore, while it is 
conceivable that a mutually attractive agreement might 
be achieved before the Protocol expires on one or more 
6f the systems it covers, w� do not see any cir6um
stances under which the Protocol would be extended. 
Moreover, Soviet Foreign Minister Gromyko has stated 
that the obligations of the Protocol cease to exist 
upon the expiration of the Protocol, and the Chief of 
the Soviet SALT Delegation acknowledged that the 
limitations in the Protocol create no precedents for 
future negotiations. 

Finally, the Executive Branch has n6 independent 
authority to commit the United States to extend the 
duration of the Protocol, and the Administration has 
made clear that any follow-on to the Protocol will 
require the concurrence of the Senate. 

(4) Is the United States aware of any question 
about our right to deploy our ICBMs in a 
survivable and verifiable basing mode after 
1981? 

) 

Mobile ICBM launchers are explicitly permitted 
after the expiration of . the Protocol, ·and the US has 
made clea_r that any US mobile ICBM system would comply 
with all Tr:eaty. provisions� .MX depToyment in any_ of 
th� mobile· basing� modes we are ·consideJ::'ing would not· . .  -

�fE����&-J� . ··involve- construction -of additional" fixed.·TCBM: launcher&�-
The shelters ·in MPS systems would� clearly be_ incapable: . 

- of �lauriching._an ICBM�.;- Rather they· pYo\r-ide·· a - pr o te cted-:;:-_ _  · -· . . .. -
.· . · .. . launch .location to the launchers themselves. Additionally, 

the systems for MX basing that· have be�n und�r consid-
eration would be designed to meet the need for adequate 
verification. 

, ; . 
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The Soviet Delegation in Geneva stated to US 
officials that it appeared that an MPS basing mode 
would violate both the ban on construction of new fixed 
ICBM silo launchers and the ban on deliberate conceal
ment measures. The US Delegation responded that its 
mobile ICBM program would not .violate·Treaty provisions 
concerning verification and launcher construction. 
Subsequently, the issue was discussed on several 
occasions through diplomatic channels along the same 
lines. Prior to the Vienna Summit the US publicly 
announced its plans to proceed with MX and described 
the various MPS basing modes under consideration. The 
Soviets questioned the verifiability of MX deployment 
at the Vierina Summit, where President Carter assured 
them that the basing mode would be verifiable. There
after President Bt�zhnev signed the Treaty and the 
Protocol. 

(5) What is the United States' definition of a 
"launcher" as the word is used in the Treaty? 

We consider a launcher, as this term is used in 
the Treaty, to be an entity which contains the equipment 
necessary for launching a missile. In certain cases, 
such as with our present ICBMs, the equipment is located 
at a fixed silo; in other cases, the equipment can be 
readily moved to different sites, such as with SLBM 
launchers.and mobile ICBM launchers. 

(6) What is the position of the United States 
regarding the utilization of third countries 
1n furtherance of our "national technical means" 
of verifying Soviet compliance with the terms 
of the Treaty?. 

· Th�
· 

us position is that in SALT "national technical 
means"·are technical 'information collection systems 
used by a nation for verifying compliance with agree-

In this connection, I would note that in SALT I 

the US described NTM in these terms and the Soviet side. 
stated there was ho substantive difference between us 
on this point.· Indeed, on at least one earlier occasion) 
a Soviet official has publicly referred to US stations 
in third countries as national means. 
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(7) The SALT II Treaty is silent with respect to 
the launch-weight and throw-weight of the SS-19, 
the heaviest permissible light ICBM. Why has 
the Soviet Union not provided this essential 
data, and lacking it, how will the United States 

.be able to verify compliance with the Treaty? 

The absence of Soviet data on the launch-weight 
and throw-weight of the Soviet SS-19 will not inter
fere with our ability to assure compliance with SALT II 
provisions. A Soviet statement on data could not sub
stitute for our own estimates of SS-19 launch-weight 
and throw-weight. In addition, we can tell that 
increases have occurred in any missile more easily 
than we can determine their exact size or relationship 
to specific values. The important point is that 
our own monitoring capability will allow us to deter� 
mine whether there are any significant increases in 
the size of the SS-19 and whether there is any signifi
cant discrepancy between the SS-19 and any other 
Soviet "light" missile. 

Let me reiterate my thanks to you for your 
deep interest in the Treaty and your long-standing 
support for an arms control process that enhances 
our nation's security. 

. 
. . . . . � . . . 

- - -- - -
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C::n.AJRLES ::r.1cc. �.lA.THIA6, Jn. 
UNITED 15T.A.TF.:8 S:r-....-ATE 

L . .-�.·-·--�-� 

Dear Mr:-. President: 

AUG 15 i8i� 
(!..a.:�,B� 

The four weeks of extr�ly useful hear
ings on the SALT II Treaty before the -Senate 
Foreign Relations Carrrnittee, .Arrred Services 
Committee and Select Committee on Intelligence 
have produced an extensive and in.foriD3.tive 
record. T'ne legislatiVe recess has given rre 
a Chance to reflect an the testimony given 
in those hearings and to consider how best 
to deal with the issue of SALT II ,;vhen the 
Congress reconvenes L� Sept�ber. 

Reference ,;vas made in the hearings to 
factual gaps and to possible differences in 
interpretation benveen the Soviet Union nnd 
the lhi.ted States in regard to a number of 
provisions of the SALT II Treaty. Serre a:rrbi
guity in any negotiated document may be un-

-_ avoidable. H�ever, certain questions arose 
·, • b h · a . · • d orl • m t .. e .. . ear:Jn0s em were r..ot .:mswer�.�- m a 
way that adequately completes the record. 

Attached are seven questioris of fact 
and interpretation. I ,;vould appreciate 
receiving the Administration's explanation 
of the United States' position with respect 

.. to _each one of these. If the Soviet Union 
j_s _be�ieved .to· take .a.. different vieW� :I hope 

.. -- -... ' : .:· .. .-� 
·: - . . - . . . : - . 
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Nr. President 
Page Two 
August 14, 1979 ' \. 

that you will explain the ciifference. Pre
cise statem2Ilts of our positions will be 

_ 

m::>st helpful to ne, to other Senators, and, 
I am sure, to all citizens who are consid
ering the provisions of the Treaty. 

vJit:h best wishes, 

Sincerely, 

(1L?7! 
_ Charles }1cC. Mathias, Jr. 

The President 
The 'White House 
'Hashingtan, D.C. 20500 

- - _ .... :_; 

Uhited States Senator 
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Questions Related to the SALT II Treaty 

(1) Is the Soviet coumitnent not to produce m:rre. 
than 30 Backfire borrhers per year for the life 
of the Treaty deerred to be binding, and if so 
upon what basis? 

- . . 
(2) Does the lliited States unequivocally retain 

the right to share both teclmology relevant 
to the developriEilt of strategic systems and 
those systems themselves with our allies? 

(3) What is the intention of the Administration 
with respect to the expiration of the Pro
tocol on December 31, 1981? Do you foresee 

·circumstances. under Which it might be extended? 

(4) Is the Unit-ed States aware o"f any question 
about our right to deploy our ICBMs in a sur
vivable and ve.._vi..fiable basing no� after 1981? 

(5) "What is the United States' definit:Lon of a 
"launcher" as that "WOrd is used in the Treaty? 

(6) What· is the position of the Uhited States 
regarding the utilization of third countries 
in further&ice of our "national technical 
n:eans'� of verifY.:i:ng Soviet carrpliance with -
the terms of the TreatY? 

(7) The SALT II Treaty is silent with respect to 
the launch-weight and throw-weight of the 
SS 19, the heaviest permissable light ICBM. 
Wny has the Soviet Union not provided this 
essential data, and lacking it, how will 
the United States be able to verifY camr 
pliance with the Treaty? 
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MEMORANDUM 

ACTION 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

4999 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

September 10, 1979 

THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI� � � 
FRANK MOORE J'J'h. � 

SUBJECT: Dole Letter 

Senator Dole wrote to you during the Senate recess 
expressing his concerns about the impact of SALT on the 
strategic balance {Tab C) . 

Harold Brown has responded to him with some preliminary 
observations and has invited Dole to meet with him at 
his convenience {Tab B) • 
Recommendation 

That you sign the letter at Tab A forwarding Brown's 
letter. We believe that Dole warrants this type of 
attention because of his potential help on SALT. 

__ v __ ·· _Approve ----Disapprove 

The text has been cleared by the speechwriters. 

ER®ctroltatlc Copy Msde 

foli' Preuvvstlon Pugopous 

.. : . .  
···t-
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THE WHITE I-lOUSE 

WASJ-IINGTON 

September 11, 1979 

To Senator Bob Dole 

You recently wrote to me suggesting ways in 
which we should assess our strategic posture. 
I appreciate your thoughtful letter and have 
asked the Secretary of Defense to respond to 
the questions you have raised and to meet with 
you at your convenience to discuss your concerns 
in more detail. 

I appreciate the time you are taking to study 
wh�t we know to be a well-negotiated Treaty 
and look forward to your constructive partici
pation during the forthcoming weeks of this 
historic debate. 

Sincerely, 

�----------.... _____ _ 

-�;?g,;� 
/" 

The Honorable Bob Dole I 
United States .Senate 

- Washingtori; D � c � ·io 510 
· .  ___ , .. 

- ·  

.. ..... ·- - . ·_-- ::- ·- -"� ":;. 

--:) 
.. 

_,·"' . . . 
-

. -d/c� 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20301 

Senator Robert Dole 
United States Senate 
Washington, D. C. 2051 0 

Dear Senator Dole: 

SEP 7 1979 

The President asked me to respond to your letter of August 1 2  concerning 
the SALT I I Treaty and its impact on the strategic balance. You have 
brought to light some interesting and thought provoking points. 

I appreciate the constructive spirit of your letter and I fully agree on 
the need to 11find a basis for ratifying SALT that is founded on a US 
strategic program that will ensure our future security.'' The issues you 
raise are complex, and- rather than attempt to answer them in detail in 
this letter, I would like to invite you to come here and discuss these 
issues with me in depth at your earliest convenience. 

Meanwhile, before we meet, have the following preliminary observa-
tion�. I agree that we must evaluate SALT in the context of our overall 
military force structure and defense strategy. I believe that all of 
the Administration witnesses who have testified on SALT I I have attempted 
to set their remarks in this light, and the Senate debate seems to be 
proceeding along thes� lines. The formal statements of the various 
Administration officials, including my own, are in effect net assess
ments of the strategic balance and the impact of SALT I I on that balance. 
Precisely because I agree that our defense programs and policies must be 
set in the context of our objectives, of our strategy for meeting the 
threats we face and preservirig the irtterests we may need tc d�fend, and 
of the capabilities of our allies and our potential enemies, I have 
attempted to cast my presentation on SALT II in that light. My July 11 

statement to the SFRC, a copy of which I enclose� along with the trans
cript of the ensuing discussion, provldes an example of how SALT I I and 
our modernization programs relate to each other. 

Th� continutng process of reviewing our policies and programs in this 
---broader conteX:t is one of the highest prt6ri_ties of the Defense D_ep�rt-:-: 

·- . _  ment; both in-OSDand in·i:lle-JCS. -
-

In that· effort,>\�e involve outs-ide:--
. ·- · - - ·  experts fully.-> _I doubt thata"biue. ribbo'n�1 panel could add 'very much:�----

-to, ,the:·effort in a timely�fas�i'on -for t_he SALT_debate,'�t�ougt:�we w U ·l----· . _ . 
. be -c-onsi'dering 'ways 'to improve ancl'broaden the' perspective's·'of this 

effort as we g� forward� (It -is h� �-d fo r me -to -' fmagine a b�tter 11blu�
ribbon11 panel than that represented by the various Congressional com
mittees that deal with defense programs and budgets.) As we proceed, 
with the Senate, to consider SALT I I  in the light of our defense 
programs, I will continue to present my view of the balances that are 
critical to maintain, the programs we propose, and the way these 
programs will permit us to maintain these balances. The views of the 

JCS will also be available to the Congress. 

' 
- ' - ' 

I 
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In the specific case of our strategic nuclear forces, it is my view that· 
the various programs we have underway--the Trident submarine and missile 
programs, the ALCM program, and the MX program recently approved by 
President Carter, as well as key improvements _in communications and 
intelligence--will meet the criteria you set out, which are also our 
objectives, of perceived balance and stable-deterrence, hedged against 
unforeseen Soviet developments. No less important are our efforts to 
reverse a 10-year trend of declining overall defense efforts that has 
only recently leveled out, to modernize our theater nuclear forces with 
our allies and to improve, again in conjunction with our allies, our 
conventional forces. I stress that improved readiness and improved 
cooperation with our allies are as much a part of this effort as new 
equipment. 'As to the overall level, while I recognize that there can 
be honest differences �f view o�er whether these efforts a�� enough o�; 
indeed, too great, my immediate concern is securing Congressional approval 
for the .full level of the �dm1nistration1s current proposals. 

Those of us who speak for the Executive-Bran�h, both military and civili�n, 
will be�addressing these issues in great detail in the coming weeks, I 
believe our statements-:-and the commentary of our critics and supporters-
should provide ample basis for making a judgment about SALT and about our 
nation•s defenses. 

-

If you agree that a me,eting is the best way to carry our dialogue furt
.
lier� 

my office will be cont�cting you to arrange it. 

--

'. ,' � 
. 

- 
; ·_-1 �,' 

·Sincerely, 

_ . __ .. · -
. .  - --- __ _________ " __ _ 

---- -

� - - _ · . , r� 

--------"- ------- . .. - - - -----,- ... 

. · . ·. 

' _. 
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STATEMENT ON STRATEGIC Ml L I TARY BALANCE: Ml Ll TARY ASSESSMENT 

BY 

THE HONORABLE HAROLD BROWN 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

BEFORE THE 

COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS 

OF THE 

UNITED STATES SENATE 

11 July 1979 
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l'· Mr .. Chairman and Members of the Commit tee: 
'l. 

I am pleased to testify before you today on the strategic balance 

and SALT. With me is Dr. William Perry, Under Secretary of Defense for 

Research and Engineering. With your approval, I would like to submit 

··for the record our joint statement, and discuss more briefly in oral 

testimony the key issues you are considering today. Dr. Perry wil� then 

elaborate further our planned programs to modernize our strategic 

deterrent. Following that, we would be pleased to answer your questions. 

My discussions today will be divided into four parts. First js a 

statement of our strategic policy goals and an assessment of our present 

forces relative to those goals. Second, I will review.the challenge 

posed by the continuing Soviet strategic force buildup. Third, a 

description of the US strategic force modernization plan developed in 

response to this challenge. And fourth, a discussion of proposed SALT 

I I constraints and their impact on the future strategic military balan�e. 

Strategic Policy Goals 

Strategic nuclear for�es are only a part of our military capability. 

They account for a relatively small part--including their associated 

infrastructure and depending on how the estimate is made, 12-15%--of our 

defense expenditures. My estimates given to you two days ago, in answer 

to questions, were of the direct eipenditures on strategic forces. Our 

non-nuclear general purpose forces consume more of the budget and are 

much more 1 ikely to be used. They have to be relied on for deterring 

and defending against many threats for which strategic nuclear forces 

alone, no matter how capable, would not be a credible deterrent, and are 

still less so in an era of parity in strategic forces. But it is orily 
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(' 
by a strategic nuclear war that the physical existence of the United 

States could be militarily threatened in the foreseeable futJre. Thus, 

C:> 
.('-"/ 

our very highest military priority is to assure that our strategic 

forces are fully adequate to: 

(1) Preserve the physical integrity of the U.S. by deterring 

strategic nuclear war, and contribute to deterring other 

actions that, though short of a nuclear attack'on the US, 

nevertheless threaten our vital national interests. 

(2) Maintain the perception--and the reality--that US forces.are 

as capable as those of the USSR, that there is no level of 

nuclear conflict at which the USSR could gain a military or 

political advantage. This will aid both in deterrence of 

nuclear war and, if it nevertheless occurs, in ending it at 

as low a level of intensity and on terms as favorable as 

possible to the US (recognizing that we are dealing with 

degrees of catastrophe). 

(3) Promote greater stability by limiting the pressures to build 

up strategic arms, and reducing the incentives for either 

side to resort to nuclear weapons. 

Deterrence of nuclear war is our most fundamental defense objec-

tive. A credible deterrent is achieved when our enemies believe that if 

they start a course of action that could lead to war, they wll� �lther 

pay an unacceptable price or be frustrated in their attempt to achieve 

their objective. Adequate deterrence requires the capability to inflict, 

regardless of the circumstances, assured destruction on a potential 

If tt k ' a ac er • 

. � .. 
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("'' 
Assured destruction Is necessary for nuclear deterrence, but it is 

not, in my judgment, sufficient as a strategic doctrine or as a sole 

basis for determining the characteristics of our strategic forces. 

While I have serious doubts about whether a nuclear war, once started, 

could be kept 1 imited, it would be imprudent to place the United States 

in a position in which uncontrolled escalation would be the only course 

we could follow. Massive retaliation may not be appropriate, nor will 

its prospect be sufficiently credible in all circumstances to deter the 

full range of actions we seek to prevent. Effective deterrence requires 

forces of sufficient size and flexibility to attack selectively a range 

of military and othe� targets, yet enable us to hold b�ck a significant 

and enduring reserve. The ability to provide measured retaliation is 

essential to credible deterrence. 

Essential equivalence--our second broad objective--goes beyond 

deterrence. It reflects the reality that nuclear forces have a political 

impact influenced by static measures (numbers of warheads, throw weight, 

equivalent megatonnage, etc.), and by_dynami� (war-gaming) evaluation of 

military capability. We need forces of size and character so that we, 

the Soviets, and third countries perceive that we cannot be coerced or 

intimidated by larger or more capable Soviet forces • 
. 

As long as our relationship with the Soviet Union is more competi-

tive than cooperative--and this is clearly the case for the relevart 

future--maintaining essential equivalence of strategic nuclear forces is 

necessary to prevent the Soviets from gaining political advantage from a 

real or perceived strategic imbalance. 
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In terms of specific forces, the United States leads in.�ome cate-

gories; the Soviets lead in others. The Soviets have more and larger 

·land-based missiles, megatonnage, extensive air defenses, and a larger 

number of sub�arines and submarine-launched ballistic missiles. We have 

offsetting advantages, for example, in numbers of warheads (particularly 

SLBM and bomber warheads), accuracy, bomber forces, and submarine sur-

vivabil ity. US gaps in some comparative measures are compatible with 

essential equivalence if the gaps are offset by compensatory US advan-

tages in other measures; a judgment of overall imbalance, whether 

perceived or real, is not compatible with essential equivalence. Essen-

tial equivalence exists today. 

Our present strategic forces also provide, by any standard, a 

credible deterrent. We have today--and will take whatever measures are 

required to sustain--survivable forces capable of massive destruction of 

Soviet cities and industry, even after an all-out surprise attack on o�r 

forces by the Soviets. We also have both the forces and the targeting 

and employment policies to- allow selective use of nuclear force to 

respond to more 1 imited provocations. 

The Future Challenge 

While the present balance is adequate in terms of our objectives of 

detcrrc�ce 3nd equivalence; we face shal!enges for the future that we 

cannot ignore. Indeed, while the strategic balance through 1985 will 

continue to be adequate, It will be less favorable to us in the early 

1980s than it is now. 

The_ first challenge is force obsolescence. Our strategic forces 
,r 

\ are chaiacterized by a 30- to 40-year life cycle. It typically takes 
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about ten years from the initiation of system development until achieve-

ment of complete deployment (what is usually called f�ll operational 

·capability)� And the useful operational life of sttategic forces is up 

to about thirty years. 

The strategic forces operational today--B-52, Minuteman, and 

Polaris/Poseidon--were deveioped in the 1950s and 1960s. No significant 

new aircraft have been introduced in the heavy bomber force for nearly 

twenty years (though the medium FB-111 wa� brought on line in the late 

1960s); the last Poseidon submarine was commissioned twelve years ago; 

and it has been almost ten years since the introduction of Minuteman II I 
I 

into the ICBM force. 

We deployed the last Minuteman Ill in June 1975. That was the 

culmination of a large US MIRV program for both ICBMs and SLBMs that was 

some 5-8 years ahead of Soviet pro�rams. But, since that date--as a 

result of decisions made years ago--we have deployed no additional 

ICBMs, while over the same period the Soviets, making up for their late 

start on MIRVing, have produced and deployed _over 500 ICBMs of new or 

improved types. This exemplifies the greater current momentum of the 

new strategic systems deployments by the Soviets as compared with our. 

own. This momentum is evident in qualitative as well as quantitative 
. 

terms. Together, these factors affect assessments of essential equiva-

l�nce and also pose threats to elements of our strategic forces. 

The Soviets began to deploy MIRVs on their ICBMs a few years ago 

and will exceed 5000 warheads in their ICBM force by the early to mid 

1980s. They have tested a new ICBM guidance system which we believe 

will provide improved guidance accuracies in their deployed forces. The 
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{�) combination of accurate guidance and the large number of warheads ex

pected in the early 1980s will give their ICBM force the capability to 
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destroy most of our ICBM silos with a relatively small fraction of their 

ICBM force. This is the most serious single problem we face, probably 

in terms of threats to our strategic forces and certainly in terms of 

perceptions of equivalence. 

Fortunately, the future vulnerability of the Minuteman force is not 

th� same as vulnerability of the United States. We can afford to have a 

degradation in the ICBM force for a temporary period because our overall 

strategic capability remains very good, thanks to our strategic concept 

of a Triad, whose other legs are not now threatened in the same way. 

But in recognition of this concern, we have decided to build up the leg 

of the Triad that is temporarily weak, so that should--at some later 

time--other parts of our strategic forces become more vulnerable, our 

overall strategic deterrent will not be eroded. 

Soviet improvements in the SLBM force are also significant. The 

Soviets are developing a new SSBN and,a new SLBM (TYPHOON}. While 

Soviets strategic forces have had more delivery vehicles and larger 

aggregate nuclear yield than the US, we have had substantially more 

warheads because of the HIRVs in our SLBM force. This past year the 

Soviets beg�n deploying the SS-N-18, a MIRVed SLBM. As they deploy the 

HIRVed version of "the SS-N-18 on their DELTA submarines, they will 

sharply erode our earlier lead in the number of strategic warheads. 

The projected increase in SLBH warheads is not only a matter of 

appearances, but also of reality. Under some circumstances SLBMs could 

t · pose a significant counterforce threat to our bombers, by barrage attack 
�C.j 
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{�: on our present Strategic Air Command bases. There is also the potential 

·-,�' . 

of our bombers being destroyed with an ICBM barrage a�tack, whose larger 

numbers could compensate for the longer bomber escape time, so that even 

though the bombers get off the ground, they may not escape the area that 

is barraged. bur air-breathing force will in the future also have to 

deai with the growing Soviet air defense threat posed by iook down -

shoot down interceptors and advanced surface to air missiles currently 

under development. Well into the 1980s our bombers will be able to pene-

trate Soviet defenses--and our ALCMs indefinitely. 

Fortunately, we are also quite confident that, through the 1980's--

which is about as far as we can confidently predict--our SLBMs cannot be 

located by Soviet anti-submarine warfare forces sufficiently well for an 

ICBM barrage attack to be effective against them. But we are not so 

sure what ASW capabilities the Soviets may develop and deploy in the 

1990s, so we cannot simply assume that our SLBM force will remain invul-

nerable indefinitely. 

Strategic Force Modernization 

Maintaining deterrence and essential equivalence through the next 

de�ade and beyond will require strategic force modernization in reaction 

to: ( 1 ) obsolescence, (2) vulnerability to attack or to defense, and 

(3) the need to maintain essential equivalence. 

The first ch�llenge results from our lagging investment in str·a-

tegic forces during the last decade. 

The latter two result from the continuing Soviet strategic offen-

sive and defensive forces buildup which, without reaction on our pa�t, 

would ultimately increase the vulnerability of our forces,- to destr�ction 
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tilting the worJdwide perceptions of the strategic b�l�nce. 
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For these reasons, we have been working to find ways to restore the 

survivability of ICBHs, to maintain our SLBH survivability into future 

decades, and to_strensthen the survivability of the air-breathing forces. 

We have programs in the works to do ali of these things. The longer 

range of the Trident (C-4) missile will maintain the invulnerability of 

our SLBM force by expanding the ocean area which would have to be searched 

to find our submarines. Our cruise missile development will offset 

improvements in Soviet air defense� as we achieve an initial oper�tional 

capability in 1982. And our work on a hardened cruise missile carrier 

will, at a later time, both reduce our vulnerability to a barrage attack 

on our bomber bases and also allow us to expand substantially the size 

of the cruise missile force. 

The most difficult issue to resolve has been the survivability of 

the land-based leg of the lriad. We have sought a solution that will 

satisfy our military need;-at a cost in line_with past investments in 

strategic systems and consistent with our efforts to have verifiable 

strategic arms limitations. 

Finding a system that is compatible with all of these things has 

been a taxing effort. To carry this out we will deploy� new !CBH in a 

m�bile basing mod� that is both survivable and verifiable. The Prtsident 

h�s chosen the full-scale (190,000 pound) HX for this purpose. This is 

the largest new missile permitted under SALT I I. 

This missile will in military terms be as capable--in the light of 

the limit on fractionation of payloads--as any the Soviets can deploy. 
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("'"' A comparison of relative ICBM capabilities is provided in Figure 1. 
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Each of the warheads in all of these systems have sufficient yield to_ 

provide essentially 100% probability of destroying nearly any soft 

target (e.g. � industrial complexes) in our (or the Soviet) targeting 

base. The capability which is more often compared is so�called hard 

target capability. This is proportional to the number of hard targets 

that each of these missiles can destroy. Figure 1 compares this capa-

bility according to the date by which it would be achieved. It is not 

appropriate to compare the MX with the present SS-18, because the SS-18 

exists today and the MX will not be operational until 1986. By the time 

the MX is operational, the SS-18 may very well have improved its guidance 

accuracy, which would improve its hard target capability. Figure 1 

shows the capability of the SS-18 today and in 1986 allowing for pos-

'i, �- sible improvements in guidance accuracy by that date. 

There remain design details to be worked out for the mobile land-

based system. These will take some weeks. We expect a decision later· 

this summer that will take·into account cost�, the needs for invulner-

ability, environmental concerns and the requirement that the system be 

adequately verifiable. (The basing system will set a verification 

standard to which we will hold the Soviets in their own deployments). 

Our SLBM modernization program ls already �ell underway. This vear 

we will begin deployment of the new Trident 1 (C-4) missile in our 

submarine fleet. The first new Trident submarine, launched earlier this 

spring, wi 11 be on patrol in late 1981. 

The C-4 missile will significantly enhance our strategic force 

(- effectiveness by improving weapon yield, accuracy and range relative to 
�� 
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i{', the present C-3. The Trident submarine will also increase the effective 

··��· 
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size of the force as a result of improved on-station �imes. 

In combination, the Trident s�bmarine and the C-4 missile will 

provide a significant hedge against future force vulnerability. While 

we do not expect a serious threat to our SSBNs to develop during the 

next decade, we must hedge against potential ASW breakthroughs. The C-4 

will allow a much greater patrol area as a result of its increased 

range, and the Trident submarine will be quieter than our present SSBNs, 

making acoustic detection more difficult. 

The Trident submarine allows for future force enhancement as well, 

by providing room for later increases in SLBH size. We are examining 

alternative designs of SLBHs which could exploit this potential. 

Our bomber modernization program will provide a near term response 

to counter Soviet initiatives in air defense. The two competing designs 

for the air launched cruise missile �·lill begin 11fly-off'' flight testing-

this summer, and we will begin serial production next year to achieve an 

JOC in 1982. The cruise missile will- provide a radar signature which is 

less than one one-thousandth that of the B-52, making it very difficult 

to detect. In addition, the cruise mi�sile will fly at very low altitudes, 

where ground clutter further complicates detection. Finally, a force of 

three thousand sruise missiles provirles great offensive flexibility--

fiexibil ity which ·can be used to overwhelm defenses selectively, making 

the task of Soviet air defense planning against cruise missiles very 

difficult. The programmed cruise missile deployment and our associated 

cruise missil� technology programs will provide the capability to con

tinue to penetrate Soviet ai� defenses through and beyond the 1980s. 
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The air-launched cruise missile program also contributes to aggre-

gate measures of essential equivalence by providing t�ousands of war-

heads of substantial yield which are guided with very great accuracy. 

Additional force enhancement and the problem of long term (beyond 1990) 

bomber obsolescence can be addressed by development of a cruise missile· 

carrier aircraft, or a new penetrating bomber if that proves advisable. 

The timing and magnitude of a future cruise missile carrier air-

craft program can be adjusted to deal only with force obsolescence 

(i.e., replacing the B-52), or to provide force enhancement as wei�. 

Such a program would also reduce future vulnerability to an SLBM--or 

ICBM--barrage attack by including aircraft hardening to blast and nuclear 

effects. Hardening achievable with reasonable designs can increase by 

tenfold the number of equivalent warheads needed for a successful attack • .  

Our modernization program also includes improvements to our stra-

tegic command, control and com;nunications network. Without a survivable 

network, we would suffer from the inability to gather information, make 

decisions, and execute our forces in consona_nce with those decisions. 

This would affect not only our war fighting capability, but also our 

deterrence and our ability to control the use of nuclear weapons and 

1 imit, to the extent possible, escalation. We have analyzed our c3 

system under attack conditions �nd have !nttiated both near term and 

long term improvements required to maintain credible deterrence. 

The aggregate effect of these modernization plans will be to pre-

serve our deterrent and essential equivalence through the next decade. 

We cannot measure deterrence directly. But one way to make an appro-

priate assessment is to examine how our forces could respond to a 
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hypothetical Soviet attack. Figure 2 compares total available warheads 

versus time. The first plot (Figure 2a) shows undegr�ded forces (that 

is, as they would be before they are attacked). The second (Figure 2b} 

shows surviving US warheads and remaining Soviet warheads after a Soviet 

·attack. The third {Figure 2c) shows remaining warheads after a US 

response. The impact of Soviet strategic force building is evident in 

the adverse trends in the late 1970s to mid 1980s. These trends are the 

result of aggregate US and Soviet strategic nuclear program decisions 

made throughout the 1970s. The bomber and SLBM improvements resulting 

from our modernization program, resolutely pursued, will begin to correct 

these trends by the mid 1980s. And deployment of a new, survivable ICBM 

beginning in 1986 will reverse them. In short we project that by 1986 

we will have by our own programs redressed the threat to the balance. 
��tt�' , 
'tc;;../ This is evidence both of the need for our programs and of the utility of 

SALT limits on what we must do to respond. 

Essential equivalence is also difficult to measure directly. 

Figures 3 and 4 compare two static indicators_ as projected for 1980, 

1985 and 1990. Of course, projections for the latter two dates are much 

more subject to uncertainty--and to future decisions. 

These indicators are consistent with our best estimate of Soviet 

strategic posture •.mder ;:� SALT ! I :;�greement and a representative US 

posture consistent with SALT I I. These indicators do not account for 

re1 iabil ity or the ability to penetrate defenses. They are static 

measures. 

Figure 3 compares the number and size of US and Soviet warheads. 

�- The height of the bar is proportional to the total number of warheads 
� 
'Iii:.,._ ... -
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and the width I s  proportional t o  the average warhead size. Thus the 

area in each bar is. proportional to the total equivalent megatonnage. 

�e project that we will maintain our lead in total warheads through 1990 

while the Soviets will maintain their lead in equivalent megatonnage. 

This is, broadly, also the current picture. 

Figure 4 compares the military capability of US and Soviet strate-

gic f orces against soft targets (e.g., industrial complexes) and hard 

targets (e.g., missile silos). Aggregate military capability against 

soft targets depends upon the nature of the targets and the geographic 

distribution (clustering) of the target base. The soft target capa-

bil ity compared in Figure 4 is an appropriate measure of capability 

against targets clustered in a limited geographic area {e.g., a few. 

square miles). For targets clustered in larger areas, a more appro-

priate measure is the equivalent megatonnage compared in Figure 3. 

The US, with its advantage in number of weapons, leads in capa-

bil ity against �oft targets in small clusters, while the Soviet Union� 

with its advantage in warhead yield, leads in capability against soft 

targets in large clusters. 

In Figures 3 and 4, the impact of the US strategic force moderrii-

zation program is evident in the changes projected during the 1980-1990 

tim� period. It should be noted �hat in 1985, the hard target capability 

of the Soviets wi·ll have a substantially larger component than ours of 

prompt (e.g., less than one ho�r) delivery time that will be redr�ssed 

by 1990, but is a perceptual problem in the 1985 period; �will return 

to this issue later in my presentation. 
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This modernization program is completely consistent with SALT II 

constraints. We can develop, test, and deploy each �f our planned 

programs--cruise missiles, Trident, MX--in the fashion, and on the 

schedule, that we have planned. In at least one important respect--

Minuteman vulnerability--SALT II will make the solutfon of a preble� 

easier than without an agreement. SALT i I will limit, to well below 

previously projected levels, the number of Soviet MIRVed ICBMs, will 

freeze the number of warheads on existing ball_istic missile launchers, 

and will 1 imit the number of RVs allowed for new I CBMs. A new mobile 

I CBM system, regardless of basing mode, will be more survivable because 

these limits place an upper bound on the number of warheads that can be 

targeted against the system. SALT I I becomes, then, an important step 

in maintaining the survivability of our I CBHs. 

The magnitude of the Soviet threat would not in my judgment be 

diminished, nor would our ability to respond to such a threat be im-

proved by rejection of SALT I I. SALT I I  will permit all of the actions 

wh�ch are necessary to counter the Soviet threat. Without SALT I I  we 

would need to do more, since the challenge we face would almost cer-

tainly be larger in the absence of limits on Soviet actions. 

The cost for the United States to maintain the strategic balance is 

1 ikely to be significantly more if SALT II I imits are not in force. The 

Soviets are capab}e of deploying significantly more high-quality systems 

in the absence of an agreement than they would be permitted under the 

SALT I I provisions. Cost estimates of illustrative forces which the 

United States might deploy so as to maintain the strategic balance in 

the face of such a Soviet buildup range up to about $15B per year on the 
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�) average in FY 80 dollars for the next decade. With SALT I I, currently 

planned US forces will cost about $12 billion per year in 1980 dollars 

for the same period, and that reflects an increase over current spending 

levels. Thus, without SALT II an additional $30 bil 1 ion could be incurred 

over the next ten years. These are very approximate estimates but the. 

natur.:: of the effect of SALT i I is clear. 

With SALT I I we have a framework which can add predictability and 

stability in the strategic challenges we face. One meaningful test of 

the SALT I I Treaty is to compare the strategic balance of the present 

and near-future (the product of decisions made by both sides a decade or 

more ago) with the balance which will exist in the immediate post-Treaty 

years, after 1985. 

believe it is clear that in 1985 under SALT I I we will attain o�r 

\i;s.•' strategic objectives if we carry out the programs we plan to modernize 

our forces. That is, in 1985 under SALT, as is true today, Soviet 

advantages in some areas will be offset by US advantages in others and· 

the overall flexibility, power and survivabi_lity of our forces will be. 

such that deterrence, as well as equivalence will be maintained, despite 

th� fact that the Minuteman force will be vulnerable until MX is deployed.· 

There are some who contend that in 1985 under SALT, the US will be 
. 

con�emned to strat�gic inferiortty. On examination, it appears that the 

principal basis for this claim is that in 1985, the US Minuteman force 

wi 11 be vulnerable to Soviet ICBM .attack and we would be unable, by use· 

of U.S. ballistic missiles, to retaliate in kind against Soviet ICBMs if 

they attacked ours� In other respects, these critics concede the 

g· balance would be rather as it is today--a US reentry vehicle lead 
-�.:.·_ 
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· antly, megatonnage. Because of the seriousness of the charge--and, I 

may say, the seriousness of some of the observers by which it is advanced--

want to respond to it directly. 

do not believe the US will face strategic inferiority in 1985--or 

at any other time before or later--if we have SALT and if we do the 

things we need and plan. to do to modernize our own forces. In particular: 

o In 1985, our bomber and submarine force will be far more capable 

than today, and far more capable than the corresponding Soviet force. 

o In 1985 the US would have a range of devastating responses open 

to it were the Soviets to run the enormous risks of an attack on our 

ICBMs. It bears emphasizing, because it is so often ignored, that even 

after a total loss of Minuteman missiles, we would � face the dilemma 

�t,_1 of surrender by inaction or mutual suicide by an all-out attack on 

Soviet cities and induitry, provoking an equivalent attack on ours. We 

would instead have surviving bomber and submarine forces still fully 

capable of selectively attacking military, economic, and control targets, 

thus negating any gain the Soviets might imagine they could attain by an· 

attack on our ICBM force. 

o In the aftermath of an attack on US ICBMs, the remaining Soviet 

ICBMs would not be in sanctuary. 'Our ALCMs in surviving bombers would 

have the accuracy., numbers, and ability to penetrate defenses sufficient 

to allow us significantly to reduce the residual Soviet ICBM force. The 

time for cruise missiles to arrive on target would be longer than the 

time for ICBMs to arrive, but that element of difference is only one 

among many factors in determining the balance. 
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o AI I these facts being true, the Soviets could not hope to gain 

p61 itical or diplomatic leverage from their advantage in a narrow area--

ICBM vulnerability. In connection with the political effects of the 

balanc� we ahticipate in 1985, it is worth pointing out tha� by the mid-

80s, Soviet ICBMs as well as ours will be increasingly vulnerable to a 

first strike by the other side's fixed iCBMs. Our Minuteman II I alone, 

equipped with MK12A and improved guidance, would have considerable counter 

silo potential, especially if one considers the possibility of preferen-

tially targeting the limited number of MIRVed Soviet ICBMs. In palitical 

terms, the fact that by 1985 the US should be very far along toward 

solving its vulnerability problem should contribute to the perception �f 

dynamism in US programs that would reinforce perceptions of US strength 

in units already deployed. 

In saying the US could maintain the balance under SALT II, I do not 

imply that we must have SALT I I to do that. For we have the means--and 

I am confident we would find the will--to maintain the balance against 

any threat·. 

But I believe, and think that after analysis you will agree, that 

the post-1985 balance will "be more stable and more certain than would be 

the case were SALT I I rejected. After 1985, assuming ratification and 

the implementation of planned str�tegic programs, our force will include 

�substantially modernized Triad--a full-scale MX in� surviv�ble and 

verifiable basing mode, the TRIDENT SSBN submarine with C-4 SLBMs 

aboard, and a force of bomber-launched ALCMs--and vigorous ongoing R&D 

programs in several key technology areas, designed to assure the con-

tinued viability of our deterrent into the 1990s and beyond. Confronting 
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{) us will be a somewhat similar force whose size, composition and capa

bilities, measured by all significan t indices, in consequence of our 
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verification efforts, will be known to us. Both arsenals, ours and that 

of the Soviets, wil 1 be smaller--less threatening and less threatened-� 

than would have been the case were competition to have been unconstrained. 

Limitations on arms ieve1s and red uced uncertainty on both sides \;rould 

allow the balance to be maintained at a substantially lower level of 

. destructive power, with reduced risk and reduc�d demands on defense 

expenditures. 

We and our adversaries need to constrain the competition. This is 

not to say that agreements to 1 imit strategic or other armaments can 

solve problems of political or even of military competition. But care-

fully drawn SALT agreements--backed by sound verification measures--can 

accomplish a great deal. 

We can and will maintain deterrence and essential equivalence 

through the 1980s with or without a SALT I I agreement. I view SALT not 

as an alternative to strategic force�, but a� a major factor, along with 

our strategic modernization program, in maintaining the military balance 

and meeting our broad strategic goals. 

To summarize, with the programs the Administration proposes, we 

will retain an adequate strategic balance through 1985 and improve the 

telative balance thereafter, though the balance will be less favorable 

in the early 1980s than it is now. The SALT II agreement will produce a 

more favorable balance for the US during its duration than we would have 

without it. It permits us to carry out all of the strategic programs we 

rZ . plan, including those that will improve our relative position in the 
� ·  

middle and last 1980s. 
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have no doubt that approval of SALT I I will improve our military 

security as well as our overall national security. 
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MEMORANDUM 
ACTION 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

4999 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

September 10, 1979 

THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI � ' -

FRANK MOORE J'Jh. � 
SUBJECT: Dole Letter 

Senator Dole wrote to you during the Senate recess 
expressing his concerns about the impact of SALT on the 
strategic balance (Tab C) . 

Harold Brown has responded to him with some preliminary 
observations and has invited Dole to meet with him at 
his convenience (Tab B) . 

Recommendation 

That you sign the letter at Tab A forwarding Brown's 
letter. We believe that Dole warrants this type of 
attention because of his potential help on SALT. 

v Disapprove ----Approve -----

The text has been cleared by the speechwriters. 

··t. .... . ;;-· 

. . �:I� . 
/.:. 

··:' . 
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tor presevvatlon purposes 



BOB DOI...E 
KANSAS 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510 

August 12, 1979 

The President 
The �lhi te House 
Washington, D.C. 20500 

Dear Mr. President: 

STANDING COMMITTEES: \ 
\ 

AGRICULTURE, NUTRITJO , AND FOI\ESTRY 

FINANCE 

. 

?Jt ):-/, JUDICIARY 

) -� '1111 f 
Ac.k F/1l ltJsc CONGn�Js�or:/\L 

Ll 11 ;r'"i'·'·f ,_ -u�..:� .. )J.. 

AUG 16 H·H!:j 

(t : ��So�) \Se.JWl 
In a previous letter I addressed several concerns I have 
with the SALT II treaty and its irrpact on the strategic 
balance. Over the past days and �eks of testinony before 
the Foreign Relations and Armed Services Committees, the 
Senate has heard much expert opinion on the issues of 
national security and nuclear anns - but, unfortunately, 
much of this testiiiDny has been conflicting and irrpossible 
to put in context. Such testirrony, from Administration 
rources as w:=ll as other experts in the field, has only 
added to the confusion over strategic balance and our future 
defense needs, rather than helped answer the rrany existing 
questions and concerns. 

Today, the debate over SALT II rrrust be conducted without an 

adequate public picture of the overall strategic and theater 
nuclear balance. For all the testimony, and private and 
public discussion of SALT II issues, � cannot address either 
individual force irrprovements or individual as:p=cts of the 
SALT II treaty on the basis of ho.v they will affect the over
all trends in the balance. 

As a result, � have becorre polarized over issues like the 
Backfire, the Soviet monopoly of heavy ICBM's, verification, 
and the HX, rather than furnished with a basis for judging 
ho.v each SALT II issue affects our overall nuclear security. 
Worse, we lack the basis for forming a consensus that would 
combine support of the SALT II treaty with the irrprovements 
in U.S. nuclear forces which would ensure both the long-tenn 
stability of deterrence and which would enable us to negotiate 
future anns control agreerrents from strength . 

. . . I ... 

Electrostatic Copy Msde 

for Presemrtlon Purpoaes 
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The President 
August 12, 1979 
Page 'lWo 

Several Senators have recently attempted to cope with the 
frustration created by these problems by calling for defense 
spending over the next few years to redress a perceived im

balance betw=en the power of the Soviet Union and that of the 
United States. It has also been requested that before SALT II 
is ratified, a new five-year plan for defense spending be 
submitted for the evaluation and conmit:rrent, not only of the 

Administration, but of the Congress. 

This approach, while well-intentioned, makes too much of an 
attempt to solve our national security problems by throwing 
federal rroney at them. These problems require ·reflection and 
direction. This comtry needs to know its specific strategic 
and military needs. It needs to know.how it stands against 
its potential enemies. It needs to know what its position is 
likely to be five years, ten years and twenty years from now. 
It is not in our interests to simply spend rrore money. If we 
spend rrore, we must do so according to an overall defense plan. 

Further, · we cannot separate the SALT debate from the rrore glo
bal setting ·Of military force structure and total defense pos
ture of the United States and our allies. It rray well be that 
we do need to spend rrore in the defense area. But what concerns 
me rrost is not the total spent, but that we make the necessary 
force improvements based on a careful analysis of the areas that 
need to be strengthened in order to halt the erosion of our posi
tion during the treaty years. Only when we have this knowledge, 
can we achieve a plan of action that could allow us to support 
ratification with confidence. 

For these reasons, I urge you to take four steps which I believe 
can transfonn the SALT II debate from a narrow and polarized 
argurrent over the treaty into a sound bi-partisan ,bargain that 
will combine ratification of SALT II with a broad,agreed program 
of improvements in our strategy and forces. 

; 

First, given the pressing tUning of the SALT II debate, I urge 
you to provide the Senate and the Arrerican people with a oompre
hensive net assessment of .the trends in the strategic and theater 
nuclear balance which fully reflects the impact of SALT II, the 
individual impact of currently prograrrmed U.S. force improverrents, 
and the individual impact of Jmo,.m and projected Soviet force 
improverrents . 

. . . / ... 
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Such an assess:rrent rrrust go beyond the narrow bmmdaries of 
static indicators of strategic strength, or the ill-defined 
assessments of Secretary Brown 1 s annual defense reports. 
It nrust corrpa.re the level of defense expenditure and the 
overall effort in building nuclear forces. It nrust make de
tailed corrpa.risons of the present forces and technology on 
each side and of the rreaning of major force improvements. 
It nrust assess comnand and control, wan1ing, intelligence, 
targeting and commm.ications capabilities. It nrust show how 
current and future forces will affect war fighting capabili
ties. It nrust clearly identify risks and uncertainties, and 
it must list the major options for further U.S. force improve
�ts and their potential cost-effectiveness. 

I know that the building blocks for such a net assessment are 
already available in the DeparbTent of Defense, and that vir
tually all of it can be made public without any risk to our 
security and intelligence services. It is this work that 
should serve as the basis for the Senate 1 s deliberations over 
SALT II. 

I further suggest that you direct the Joint Chiefs of Staff to 
independently report their assess:rrent of the trends in the 
strategic balance on both sides through the end of this cen
tury. Again, their assessment should be corrprehensi ve in 
nature, and fully portray the impact of the provisions of SALT 
II. It should show how currently planned and programned U.S. 
force improvements will affect the balance and how known or 
probable Soviet force irnprove:rrents will affect U.S. security. 
It should reveal our ability to predict the rate of improvement 
in Soviet forces. The overall uncertainties in our ability to 
predict and analyze Soviet force improvements covered in the 
treaty after they occur, must also be assessed. In short, it 
should cx.:xrplement this initial input of the Secretary of Defense 
with the best possible independent judgements of our senior 
military officers . 

. . . I ... 
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Second, I urge you to work with the Congress to develop a 
zero-based force improvement program for U.s. strategic 
and theater nuclear forces which can be presented in the 
FY 1981 budget, and which will serve as the basis for Senate 
ratification of the SALT II treaty. In callmg for a zero
based program, I am not calling for any fixed level of addi
tional expenditure, but rather for those specific improvements 
which are required to ensure that the balance does not shift 
in favor of the Soviet Union, that no major vulnerability 
weakens the shield of deterrence over the United States and 
its allies, and that no, as yet, unanticipated Soviet force 
irrprovenent - whether permitted by SALT II or not - can take 
place to which the United States will not be ready to respond. 

Third, in order to ensure that this effort can be transfo:rned 
into a broader bi-partisan consensus around our future defense 
posture, I urge that you call for a special, national net 
assessment of our current and future overall defense needs by 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, perhaps in concert with a bllie ribbon 
non-partisan panel of experts, to bring the facts openly to 
Congress and the Alrerican people. Such a conmission should in
clude experts with a wide range of views, from present and former 
administrations, fran academia, from the executive and legisla
tive branches as well as the military and intelligence conmunities. 

Fourth, I urge you to use the resulting FY 1981 defense program 
to re-structure the basis in which defense plans and budgets are 
presented to the Congress. This would mean a change from present
ing the defense budget and five-year program in tenus of changes 
in U.S. forces, to presenting a budget which is tied to a net 
assessrrent of the key balances which shape our security, and which 
provides the proper context for judging the adequacy of our defense 
budget and plans. Specifically, I urge you to present the FY 1981 

defense program in a way which portrays its detailed irrpact not 
only on the strategic balance, but on the trends in the NA'ID/ 
Warsaw Pact balance, in the balance in Northeast Asia, in power 
projection capabilities to secure our resources and energy supplies, 
and in overall seapower capability • 

. . . I ... 
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I believe that if you take these four steps you can, not 
only remove SALT II debate from the present politicized and 
polarized arena, but allow this nation, the Congress, and 
the Executive to jointly lead this nation towards a defense 
pJsture founded on a comron mderstanding of our capabilities 
and the risks we face. I believe that if we work together, 
we can not only find a basis for ratifying SALT II that is 
fonnded on a U.S. strategic program that will ensure our future 
security, but conduct a review of our overall defense program 
that will ensure the FY 1981 program will check any major in
crease in the threat, and will be fonnded on need and not simply 
total levels of defense expenditure. 

I strongly urge you to consider such an approach, and provide 
lT!Y wholehearted support and backing to such an nndertaking. 

f)
y 

BOB OOIE 

United States Senate 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

Electrostatic Copy Made 

for Preservation PurpoMS September 10, 1979 

I. PURPOSE 

MEETING WITH THE SENATE ENERGY COMMITTEE 
Tuesday, September 11, 1979 
8�a . m. (60 minutes) 
The Cabinet Room 

From: Frank Moore 

The primary purpose of the meeting is to talk to the 
Senate Energy Committee about our synthetic fuels 
program. The secondary purpose is to talk with them 
about the EMB and the rationing plan. 

II. BACKGROUND, PARTICIPANTS & PRESS PLAN 

A. Background: This meeting with the Senate Energy 
Comm1ttee comes at a most critical time. The 
rationing conference is at a turning point; the 
Committee is in the midst of marking up the Energy 
Mobilization Board; and opinions of Committee members 
on synthetic fuels are now beginning to crystallize. 
This meeting also presents an opportunity for you to 
"show off" Secretary Duncan and stress again his 
preeminence as our energy policy-maker. 

We have planned the agenda of this meeting carefully. 
This meeting and the two that will follow will make 
or break the synthetic fuels program. Nevertheless, 
you must also find time to push hard for the EMB and 
an acceptable rationing proposal. 

We have organized this briefing paper in accordance 
with the following agenda: 

a) 8:00-8:10 - Frank Moore introduces John Deutch 
and Bo Cutter who will review the Administration's 
synthetic fuels and Energy Security Corporation 
proposals. 

At the same time, you will be meeting with Secretary 
Duncan, Stu and Eliot Cutler to make final 
preparat1ons for the meeting. 
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b) 8:10-8:15 - you enter the room with 
Secretary Duncan. You make opening remarks 
about the EMB and rationing. 

c) 8:15-8:2� - you discuss generally the need 
for a strong synfuels program. 

d) 8:25-8:30 - Secretary Duncan discusses 

B. Agenda 

and rebuts certain misperceptions about our 
synfuels program. 

A. DEUTCH, CUTTER REMARKS ON SYNFUELS 
(8:00 - 8:10) 

John Deutch, Undersecretary of Energy, and 
Bo Cutter, the work unit leader on synfuels, 
will explain your ESC/synfuels proposal. We 
have attached a fact book on the proposal in 
case you want to review material they will be 
discussing. During this time, you will be 
meeting with Secretary Duncan, Stu Eizenstat 
and Eliot Cutler in the Oval Office. 

B. YOUR REMARKS ON EMB AND RATIONING 
(8:10 - 8:15) 

1. ENERGY MOBILIZATION BOARD 

The Committee has had many sessions on 
the Energy Mobilization Board, but has yet 
to hold a final mark-up vote. The Committee 
staff has put together a staff draft that is 
unsatisfactory in several respects. Its 
worst feature is a requirement that both 
Houses of Congress affirmatively approve each 
EMB decision to override state procedural law. 
You should make the following points: 

o I know Bo Cutter and John Deutch have been 
talking about our synfuels proposals. I 
invited you here today to talk about 
synfuels and the Energy Security Corporation, 
but before we get back to that, I want to 
talk about two subjects that you will be 
dealing with this week - the Energy Mobilization 
Board and the conference on standby rationing. 
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0 I have proposed an EMB to assure that 
,critical�y needed energy facilities receive 

prompt ·and prj..ority attention from 
permi.t.ting age'ncies at each level of 
gove:tnm�rit. :NO. more than 75 projects 

· would be designated as priori ties at any 
one. time·.· 

The EMB's atithorities should be: 

- To set binding project decision 
schedule� on' federal and state 
permitting agencies; 

To waive, modify or consolidate 
procedural re�uirements; 

- to enforce its schedule; 

- to consolidate judicial challenges; 

- to waive or modify substantive laws 
enacted after a critical energy project 
has begun construction . 

o State and LOcal Substantive Law: We believe 
the Board must have the author1ty to waive 
procedural but not substantive law. Our 
proposal continues the right of states and 
localities to regulate or bar energy 
facilities. I· am pleased that you have 
tentatively agreed that state substantive 
law should not be overridden by the EMB. 

° Congressional Role: ·The Senators should be 
reminded that the Board must have the authority 
to cut .thr'ough red tape in order to expedite 
priority energy-projects. we oppose the 
concept of either·a two-:-house approval or 
one-ho"use veto as contrary to the objective 
of. expedited decision-making. The Cornrni ttee 

·now seems; .inclined to support two-house 
affirma:tive approval of any Board decision to 
override state or local procedural law. This 
is a �slow tr�ck" not a "fast track" and 
strips ·the EMB of any effective authority 
whatsoever. 
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0 Grandfa
.
ther Clause/Consolidated Judicial Review: 

The Board must have authority to protect projects 
tinder'con�i�uction.from changes in federal, 

. " ) .-

state or local laws. This "grandfathering" 
of projects under.cons:truction is the only area 
in which we proposed·. possible changes in 
substantive: law .• · · . The Board must also have 
authority to consolidate judicial review in order 
to. prevemt� unacceptable delays caused by litigation 
following .. every decision made by the Board. 
These atithbrities are necessary in order to 
assure business certainty and financing of these 
projects. Current Committee prints exclude 
both the "grandfather clause" and consolidated 
judicial review. 

In addition to the�e main points, you can expect 
other poin.ts to be raised by Senators during 
their comment period: 

0 Senator Johnston has proposed "super" fast 
track £or 6-10 synth�tic fuel demonstration 
technologies. Johnston's proposal would allow 
waiver of any law to facilitate rapid 
development. of these techr10logies. Since we 
have appreciated Senator Johnston's cooperation 
and support, we have not actively opposed this 
concept. However, there should be no commitment 
at this time to this approach. 

0 Senator Wallop and other Western Senators may 
have questions on water rights. We �upport a 
position of no change in pre�ent state or federal 
water law. 

0 Senators Bradley, Metzenbaum and Tsongas may have 
questions about the effect of the EMB on 
environmental laws and conservation. 

. . . 

- Environmental laws: We support the present 
Committee position of consolidating all 
environmental requirements for a: project 
in one NEPA review. We support only 
procedurai changes with respect to 
envi�onmental law. 

Ccin�ervation: We support a broad definition 
of priority. energy projects that would reduce 
our nation's dependence upon imported oil, 
includin� conservation. This definition 
should also.take into account projects that 
will help meet present and future energy 
requirements, such as pipelines and 
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refineries and those projects that 
advance energy technology. 

0 Othet Senators may s�ek your agreement on 
SpeqifiC energy pet projeCtS, e.g. 1 

· (1.) · .  No:r:thern Tier Pipeline (Melcher) 

(2) St:r:ict compliance of 55 mph (Metzenbaum); 
·etc. 

We recominend no positions or commitments on 
these ideas. 

2. GAS RATIONING 

S.l030 - Gas Rationing and State Conservation Plans 
Background: S.l030, which is designed to provide 
you w1th clearer gasoline rationing authority 
than you now have and to set a mechanism for 
development and implementation of state conservation 
plan� is now in conference. The Conferees have been 
meeting regularly since Congress' return and should 
finish within the next week to ten days. The Senate 
version of the bill contained n6 gas rationing 
provision. The House bill, which contains 
provisions in both areas, was changed substantially 
on the House floor in ways that we found unacceptable. 
It is essential that the foliowing provision be 
knocked out or modified in conference . 

o The Wiley amendment which would gut our building 
temperature plan by permitting any building 
owner to use any mechanism he chose to achieve 
an equivalent level of savings. 

0 A 20% trigger for implementation of the gasoline 
rationing program - i.e., you may not implement 
rationing unless there is a 20% shortfall in 
crude. oil supplies. 

0 A 10% trigger for implementation of the state 
conservation.plan program. 

In addition, there is a question whether the Senate 
wi:lL�want .to have two Congressional bites at the 
rationing apple rather than just one at the time 
of implementation. We have consistently opposed 
any Congressional veto prior to implementation'of 
the plan, though Senator Domenici is considering 
proposing such an amendment to the House conferees. 
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The Sen�te Conferees are Jackson, Johnston, 
Metzenbaum, Domenici and McClure. 

RecommendedTalking.Points 
•• 

• 
L' , 

0 With a fragile worid oil situation, it is 
e��ential that this'country have a system for 
development and implementation of a gasoline 
rationing.program which will permit us to 
respond effectively and promptly in the case 
of an emergency. While.I understand and 
support a role for the Congress in having a 
say an whether to implement rationing in a 
time of an emergency, a second one-house veto 
or approval process at the time a plan is 
developed would leave us with the same problem 
we faced last spring in gaining approval of a 
plan under existing law. It is also unwise to 
tie our hands statutorily in defining through 
a trigger mechanism precisely when a shortage 
is sufficiently severe that rationing must be 
imposed. I urge you to refrain from amendments 
which would impose a second Congressional veto 
or approval or which is unduly restrictive - as 
I believe a 20% crude oil shortfall would be. 

o The state conservation plans are an important 
element of our overall program to reduce U.S. 

energy consumption. I do not believe that this 
program should be delayed until we have a short
fall and I urge you to drop the 10% trigger 
for this program, at least for motor fuels. 

·o The building temperature program which we have in 
place is working.well in spite of some start-up 
problems. The House amendment permitting building 
ownersto substitute their own plans is 
unacceptable. since it would take away all means 
of enforcing this ·.plan. The plan we now have 
h�s �lexibility'for state or local goveinment 
a�encies .tQ d�velop an alternative plan, and 
that �s.being us�d successfully in at least one 
State lMassachusetts). This is a responsible 
means of providing flexibility, whereas a building
by-building approach is not. I urge you not to 
accept the House amendment on this issue. I would 
find it very difficult to sign legislation 
containing such a provision. 
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C. YOUR_REMARKS ON SYNFUELS/ESC 
. ( 8: 15 -. 8 :·25" ) 

Congressional actio� is proceeding fairly well. 
The .Senate.Budget'Committee-has put in $50 billion 
over<s years ($22-billion for FY 1980) for the 
Corporation; the Senate Energy Committee has drafted 
and. sho�ld ie�brt a bill we can endorse; testimony 
before the. Senate Appropriations Committee will occur 

. this week. . The Senate Banking Commit tee , however, 
will report a bill which does not support our approach. 

The House has already passed the Moorhead bill, a 
generalized approach to synthetic fuels which we 
plan to use as a legislative vehicle for our approach. 

Despite this relatively favorable picture in relevant 
Committees, the corporation is in trouble in the .Senate 
as a whole. It. is widely perceived as too big and too 
independent and as a threat to private enterprise ... 
Also, the environmental community and its friends in 
the Senate are desparately fighting synfuels development. 

It is important for us to ally ourselves with the 
Energy Committee.· The Committee print the staff has 
developed is very close to wh,at we need, althou'gh 
it is only a s:taf:f document. It includes the corporation 
and fund1ng·for the .f1rst phase of our synfuels program 
(approximately $20 billion). It also recognizes there 
will be additional phases after the first phase is 

· 

evaluated (as did the Senate Budget Committee). If 
a bill passes, similar to this one, it will be a 
major victory for you. 

You should make the following points: 

0 After long:consideration and with substantial 
ptiblic urging, I proposed a synthetic fuels 
program th�t iriblude�(l) a goal of 1:75 million 
barrels per day (2. 5 million barrels per day if 
the tax·credit effects are ihcluded); (2) funding 
of $88 billion'to meet the goal; and (3) an 
Energy Security Corporation as a financing 
mechanism. 

0 However, I want to open by expressing my appreciation 
for the work you have done on the synfuels concept. 
Senator Johnston and Senator Domenici have been 
crucial. to our efforts with the Senate Budget 
Committee; and the synthetics bill this Committee 
is working on is one I want to be able to endorse. 
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0 I kriow that in this Committee I'm talking 
to ;the converted.. And I'll avoid telling 
you things.you already kno.w. But I do want 
to emphasize by· this and:.other meetings that 
I iegard.�nergy a� th� ciucial domestic problem 
we face,, that I do riot believe there is a solution 
to·energy which doesnot involve a strong 

·synthetics fuel emp_hasis, and that between my 
proposed Energy Security Corporation and the bill 
you are drafting there is an approach we can 
jointly support. 

0 We are far too dependent on a single fuel source -
imported oil. In 1971, the U.S. imported 3. 9 
million barrels per day and paid $4 billion for 
that oil to foreign producers. By 1977, the U.S. 
was importing 8.8 million barrels of oil per day 
and paying $45 billion to foreign producers. In 
1979, almost half of our oil needs will come from 
imports and, with the surge of prices from the 
Iranian disruption, the total import bill will 
exceed %56 billion; in 1980, the bill could 

0 

reach $70 billion - more than $300 for every 
man, woman and child in the country. 

I have proposed to reduce imports from 13-14 million 
barrels per day in 1990 if we do nothing, to 4-5 
million barrels per day� To meet this goal will 
require doing everything we can do: we·must conserve; 
we must stimulate more production; we must develop 
solar and renewable sources of energy; and we must 
produce synthetic fuels. 

° Funding 

- The $88 billion I have proposed for the Corporation 
is appropriate ,_if we wish to· meet the goals - it 
iny9.lvel:) .. J,a.:rg�J,y the assumption that oil prices 
will :rise. at .a r�al rate of 2. 4% annually. However, 
$813· billion. is.· .cl�arly_ an enormous investment and 
therefore ·it is important that it be understood. 

1 • .  It is a one-time cost not an annual expenditure. 

2. It .represents the costs of financial incentives 
to .. the,private sector - the Corporation's 
pu�pose is to stimulate private activity - not, 
�xcept as a last resort, to own or operate �lants. 
As _we calculate, 85-90 percent of the funding is 
for price guarantees and purchase agreements 
from the private sector. 
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3. It will be_ spent qver a very long period 
�f:tim�·- . The typ�qal price guarantee 
might b�c_f_or _20 yea,rs. Therefore, $88 

)::>i _ll_io_n,·ill _ _ comm�tm�nts .will be spent at an 
- .,ayerage�rate .. o:L$4,::::5 billion a year over the 

riext _ _  2Q�yea_rs. _Th�t seems prudent and 
fe_a_sib:te/iri an ec::onomy which will be $3 
trillion by the time the money is spent. 

0 Phasing 

- I understand that in recent weeks an interest 
in a phased approach to synthetics has developed. 
If some understandings are clear, I can be 
flexible about phasing� I am not_ interested 
in an approach which has no goals, which is in 
essence a hidderi delay, which looks only to 
demonstrations. But if _the Congress, while 
supporting_mygoals, wishes to build in by a ·  
review mechanism, and by phased multi-year 
approprie1tions __ (say 4 2-year appropriations of 
$20 billion each) strong accountability and the 
possibility of mid-course correc.tions, then I 
could suppor� that a�proach. 

0 A Separate-Corporation 

- I am_aware that questions have developed about the 
need for a separate corporation. But I think the 
_reason� for a��eparate entity far outweigh the 
arguments against. 

First, congress is not being asked to give up 
control but .to vest _,respOn$ibility, which it can 
change over time by subsequeni legislation. 

-·--

Second, .the tasks ar_e more appropriately and 
effi_ciently .done within the Corporation than with 
an Exec1.1tive Br.a.nch depe1rtment. _ This is not the 
government of ,4-0 Y!=ars ago - any government agency is 
now $Urr6unded�b��la�er� of rules, regulations and 
re�_tr.i_qtJqru3 wh.i,qh are appropriate for public policy, 

·but clearly imp�de __ operational decisions and action. 
The· corporation must and can act. 

-- . -

Fi_nally, .the Corporation is not a new mechanism. 
Fr.om >the_ shipping corporations of World War I, to 
the :B._econ$truction Finance Corporation, to COMSAT 
we-have turned to the corporate structure when we .< 

needed to get an operating job done. I want the 
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Energy Security Corporation to be a successful 
item on that list. 

0 _Synthetic�_fl,lels a:n,¢1. :t:he Energy Security Corporation 
. are,'diffi.cult prop9s.9-l�, �to· sustain .- not because 

·, t:hey ar�· w:r.ong ::-.,indeed they are right and. they are 
ess�ntial. ___ _ ·Bu:t _ __ be.cause. they involve matters in the 

. future about. which we cannot know everything and 
abou·t which·we must take risk's. 

o I know we need a strong synthetic fuel effort; I 
know that .in 1990 whoever is President will be thank
ful we ]:)egan one .... But T do not know exactly what 
we will ac}1iE;!ve, what sources of synthetic fuels will 
be best, what technologies will be most efficient, 
or what. world oil prices will be. It frustrates 
me that I cjo not know these th.:i,._ngs; it frustrates 
me that any actions today on synthetics will not 
bear fruit for 7-10 years. 

0 But I am President today and I must act. And I 
want your help. If we delay action on synthetics 
because results . take too long,. or because there 
are uncertainties, there will still be a 7-10 
year lead time tomorrow - when the risks and 
dangers are higher. 

D. SECRETARY DUNCAN'S REMARKS 
(8:25 - 8:30) 

The Secretary will address the following misperceptions 
·about your synfuels program: 

1. That it rep�esents nationalization of the 
synfuels industry; 

2. That it is not fiscally sound; 

3. That Congress will have no oversight capabilities 
after passage: 

4._ That.we are·asking.for more money than can be 
spent, giv�� the current technology. 

E. QUESTIONS 

1. You should recognize Chairman Jackson first and 
Hatfield, the r'ahking minority member, second. 

2. Tso:n,ga�. will b.e your most ardent critic. He will 
cite the Banking .Committee's decision to report 
out .a .. t�ny:_synfuels bill and ask for more 
conservation. 
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3. Durkin. coulq also_pol:)e_problems, but he 
will be largelyignored by his colleagues. 

: .  : 

Participants: ·.The" P
-
�e �'id�n;t,. Secretary Duncan, Senators 

-Jackson, _,Church, __ Johnston, Ford, Durkin, 
Me_tzenbapm, Matsunaga, Melcher, Tsongas, 
Bradley, Hatfield, Domenici, Stevens, Bellmon 
and Wallop,_J"ohl,l Deutch (Energy) ,_Bo £utter 
and Frank Moore . 

_, __ ' · · · ·  

Press Plan: .White House Photo Only. 
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I. PUR,POSE 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

Septembe:t:i 10, 19 79 

Tuesday, September 11, 19 79 
3:00 p.m. - 3il5 p.m. 
The Eas t R,o0m 

From� Anne Wexler � 

To educate a, group o� p;�;omi,nent co!TIJT\uni,tX' leaders f.rom 
Alabama on SALT, w:i,th the expecta,t;lon that these leaders 
will carry our message back to th�ir h6me state. 

II. BA.CKGR.OUND, PAR,TlC�Pl\NTS, A,ND: PR.ESS PLAN , 

A. Background: Thi,s i,s the third i.n a seri,es of SALT 
bri.efings for COIT\Illunity leaders from key states. The 
persons in attendance were generally selected because 
of their ability to influence public opinion in the 
State of Alabama. 

B. Participants: Of the 350 persons invi,ted, the largest 
group consists of persons recomineride9- to ,u� by: -Senators 
Heflin and Stewart. The two: Senat·oa-:-'s: 1a:re:· ext;>'e:c:t:ed to 
attend. In general, the· aud'ience wfll consist of 
polit1.cal leaders, businesspersons, trade union leaders, 
attorneys, publishers, university admi,nistratorsr and 
interest group leaders. 

c. Press Plan: Whi,te House Photo and Press Pool for the 
first five minutes of your remarks. In addition, 
several members of the press will be in the audience 
for the entire briefing, including alT of you:r remarks. 
They represent media outlets in Alabama. 

!Electrostatic Copy Msde 
for Preservation Purpos. 
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AGENDA ' • '  
.·.'· 

·WliE!n you:�ar.rive,. Haroid. Brown will _be answering questions from 
. the :aU:dience�·at· :the completion,of,a one-hour bri�fing. After 
' you .make your remarks and (if ycni>choose) take questions' 

· '·,there will be a. reCeption·.in t!l�::s�ate- Dining Room. (S_ee 
attached agenda�). - · · · '· :·.·.. · · . 

. .  

· .TALKING .POINTS.: .<. . . . . , . ., . 

Talking ·.poinfs .:·P��p'il.red �Y: ��·ti�n�l .security council staff 
are attached� : :rn .. ad(lition·· to: points on SALT, t?hese include 
a di·s.cussion of. the MX a:nd defense spending, subjects on 
which .yo\i .can expec.t questl.on��. You. should also expect 
questions on the.' issue of sovi'et troops in Cuba; your 
statement last week on tnis subject is attached. 

; ' '··� 

• • ·, >� •• 
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The SALT II Agreement and 
U.S.-Soviet Relations 

Questions and Answers 

Remarks 

Reception -- The State Dining Room 
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Harold Brown 

Harold Brown 
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PRESIDENT'S TALKING POINTS 
BRIEFING ON SALT FOR C0}ll1UNITY LEADERS 

. -·-:-_.· . 

1. The SALT II treaty was hammered out by the sustained 
lvork of three Administrations: President Nixon's, 
President Ford's, and yours. It builds on the work of 
every American President since the end of I.Jorld \.Jar II. 

2. SALT must be examined realistically. It is not a panacea. 
It lvill not end the arms race. It is a supplement -- not 
a substitute -- for a strong national defense. But it is 
a major step in the long, historic process of bringing 
nuclear weapons under rational control. 

3. SALT II is based on self-interest, ours and the Soviet 
Union's. Although the competition between us will 
continue as far into the future as anyone can see, we 
share a mutual interest in survival and in steering our 
competition av..1a.y from its most da.ngerous element, an 
uncontrolled strategic nuclear arms race. 

4. SALT II is not based on trust. The treaty will be 
a.dequately verifiable by our ov..rn national technical 
means of verification. In addition, it is in t�e 
interest of the Soviet Union to abide by this treaty. 
Despite predictions to the contrary, the Soviets have 
0bserved the terms of the SALT I treaty. 

5. h'hether or not the treaty is ratified, 1ve must be able 
to make accurate assessments of Soviet capabilities. 
But SALT II will make this task much easier -- not only 
because the treaty forbids concealment measures and 
interference with means of verification, but also 
because the treaty gives us basic standards 1.;;i th 1vhich 
we can compare the information 1ve derive independently 
from our satellites and other methods. 

6. The details of ICBHs and SLBMs, throW�veight and yield 
and all the rest are important. It was largely because 
of these details that the treaty took seven years to 
negotiate. But these details should not blind us to 
the real si2nificance of the treatv as a contribution 
to stabilit�, security and peace. � 
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The treaty TI)USt b �'']'u:�ged··on·· i·ts m.erits, but we must 
cpnsid¢r the. consequ�hces 'of. rejection: 

. rad
:
�'�1-·i:: ,- de.p·i;.�;J�·{:/��o� -�t�e ·.p�qciss: of arms control 

that'·beg·an. :\.Jith ·tne··'at:rno'spher.ic test ban and SALT I 
arid wii1 continue' ti:Lt:h' SALT irt ·and a comprehensive 

· · te·st· ban·. · . .  

h:ei������d
· 
;�-� .s ib

.,
i.1.i ty-'·�·f ·: conf.ron�-a �ion in each ·

. 

loc·a1· crisis,;. · · . 
..:-·.· ._, - -�- . . .  · 

.... _;.-.,__: .'· '(� �-· . ... _ .�- -
� :·. :-t 
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.\ 

tr�·gg�_;i':i.rlg·:.�p:� ex-p�nsiv� •. · dangero\ls race for a 
nucl'e'a,r,-·:�sup�riorit)r.: th{3.t"e.a·�h·:·s tde has . the· means 
and:·\·v'il.l to· prevent· the -oth'er �from attaining-, vlith 
a loss·' 6£ sec uritv for both· 

. 
. ','. . J . , 

callini into question our ability to manage a stable 
East-'i•Jest relationship, thus undermining our leadership 
of the 'He stern alliance; 

implications for nuclear proliferation; 

gravely compromising our Nation1s position as a leader 
in the search for peace. 

' ... � ': . . ,.·[. 

8. Importance of the coming debate; solicitation of support. 
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Talking Points on M-X 

Last Friday I announced my decision on how the new 

MX missile is to be based. With this decision, we are 

now embarked on a program to modernize of our entire strategic 

triad. In addition to proceeding with our new mobile ICBM, 

our bomber force is being strengthened with nuclear-tipped 

cruise missiles and our strategic submarine force is being 

upgraded by Trident submarines and Trident missiles. 

The Triad concept, which has deterred attack and 

kept the peace for nearly 30 years allows us to take 

advantage of the special strengths of each force while 

creating a combination of forces that is impossible for an 

enemy to counter. 

Last June when I made the decision to build the MX 

missile, I established five essential criteria which its 

basing system would have to meet. First, it must contribute 

to the ability of the strategic forces to survive an attack. 

Second, it must set a standard which can serve as a precedent 

for the verifiability of mobile ICBM systems on both sides. 

Third, it must minimize the adverse impact on our own 

environment. Fourth, its deployment must be at a reasonable 

cost to the American taxpayer. And fifth, it must be 

consistent with existing SALT agreements and with our SALT 

III goal of negotiating for significant mutual reductions in 

strategic forces. 



" .  
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In light of these criteria I decided that the MX 

missile system will be based in a sheltered, road-mobile 

system to be constructed in our Western deserts, the total 

exclusive area of which will not exceed 25 square miles. 

This system will consist of 200 missile transporters or 

launchers, each capable of rapid movement on a special 

roadway connecting approximately 23 horizontal shelters. 

2 

This system meets the criteria that I have established. 

First, it increases the survivability of our missiles by 

multiplying the number of targets which would have to be 

attacked. The capacity of the missiles to move rapidly 

ensures that no attacker will be able to find out ahead of 

time where the missiles might be located and attack just 

those locations only. Moveover, the system is flexible 

enough so that we can adjust the scale of deployment either 

up or down in response to a future enemy threat, or to 

progress on future SALT negotiations. 

Secondly, the system is adequately verifiable. It 

will be confined to designated areas, and the associated 

missile transporters will be incapable of moving other than 

on special roadways in those areas. 

In addition, the shelters will be designed so they 

may be opened in order to demonstrate that no extra missiles 

are hidden within them. 



3 

Third, the system minimizes the impact on the environ

ment. The shelters are flush with the ground. The public will 

retain access to the area. Ohly the shelters themselves will be 

fenced off. 

Fourth, the system is affordable. The projected cost 

over the full 10-year period, total cost, to develop, to produce 

and to deploy is $33 billion in 1980 dollars. While this 

acquisition cost may vary somewhat as the program proceeds, in 

constant dollar terms it will be no greater than the cost of any 

one of the original three legs of our strategic traid, either 

the B-52 force or the Polaris-Poseidon force or the Minuteman 

ICBM system. 

Finally, this system is compatible with existing SALT 

agreements and with our objectives for SALT III. Deploying 

this system will make it clear to the Soviet Union that they 

will gain no strategic advantage out of continuing the nuclear 

arms race. This is a fundamental pre-condition to more 

effective arms control agreements. Equally important, this 

system points in the direction of reductions of strategic arms 

because we are giving better protection with a force of fewer 

missiles. Without such a mobile shelter system, the only way 

we can maintain our deterrent could be to increase greatly the 

number of our strategic systems or nuclear missiles. 

I believe that this system will enhance our Nation's 

security, both by strengthening our strategic deterrent and 

by offering the prospect of more effective arms control. 



If SALT II is ratified and SALT III is successful, then 

the time may come when no President will have to make this 

4 

kind of decision again and the MX system will be the last weapon 

system of such enormous destructive power that we will ever 

have to build. I fervently pray for that time, but until it 

comes, we will build what we must, even as we continue to work 

for mutual restraint in strategic armaments. 

J 



Talking Points on SALT anc the Defense 3udget 

There is no cuestion in �y mind that there is a 

strong consensus for the modernization of our strategic 

forces, and this Administration has pushed vigorously in 

direction. h'e are moving ahead in an orderly manner 

with plans to modernize all 3 legs of our strategic TRIAD 

with the new M-X on land, cruise missiles for our bomber 

force, and TRIDENT su�marines and missiles at sea. 

In addition to our strategic programs, we are 

continuing to make major improvements in our cround ano 

air forces. The 'Army procure:-nent budget ir, 19 8 0 is almost 

double that of 1975 in real terms. Air Force tactical air 

wings have been expanded in size and modernized. 

funded large increases in equipment prepositioned ln Europe 

i:-1 order to ir:,;:,rove early com.bc.t cc.pa�ili ty. 

I will continue to support prudent lncreases ln 

defense spending -- and I have every intention of meeting 

our NATO com .. rni tments. I have no greater responsibility as 

President than maintaining our nation's security. 

We have a strong record on defense which is reflected 

ln the fc.ct that the previous pattern of dec li n i n g defense 

spending has been reversed. I am therefore op?osed to the idea 

of postponing consideration of the SALT II Treaty u nt il 2 
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SEPTE�3ER 7, 

Office o: the �hi�e House Press Secretary 

4:15 P .�. EDT 

BY 

':'HE P?,ESI::>E�T 

The Briefing Rooo 

I wan� to take t·,.·o :-:;inutes to spcai: to yo:.1 abou� 
the prese::ce o: the Soviet cc::-.bat brigade in C:Jba. The 

facts relating to t!":.
.
is isso.:e ha•:e been caref:;!.ly laid 

out by Secretary '.'a:-.ce, bct!'l in his public statene::t a::d 
in his testi�::y !::>ef�re -:.�e Co:-:.�ress. ':�e :acts, i:-t brie!, 

are as follo.,..s: 

1979 

Ke ha�e co::clo.:�ed, as the co::seque::ces of 
intensified ir.t:elligence e!fcrts, that a so ... ·iet co::-.bat -...:::!� is 

cur:-ently statio::ed in c-...:=-a. rie ha·:e s-:::-:-.e e·:icence to 
indicate that s�ch a unit has been in Co.:ba fer so�e ti�e, 
perhaps for quite a few years. 

The bri�ace cc::sists o: 2, 000 to 3, 000 tr�ops. 
It's equipped wi '.:.!'1 cc:1ve::tic::al •·ea?Qns, such as a!::>o-... t 
40 tanks and s��e !!eld artillery pieces, and has co::d:;cte� 
traini:1g as ar. cr�a::izec u::it. 

It is ::�t a:: assa:;lt force. 
lift or sea-g�i::� capability and does net ha�e weapc::s 
capable of attackir.� the C::ited States. 

The p-...:r?Qse of this cc::-.ba t unit is not yet clear. 
However, the Secretary of State S?Cke for r.:e a:-:d fo:- c:;:

�ation on �ed:-:.es�ay v!'le:: !'le said that we consider t�e prese::ce 

o: a Sc·.•iet c-::;::-. .!:.=.t t.riga�e in Ct.:ba to be a ve:-y se:-ious 
�tter, and that this stat-...:s q:;o is not acceptable. 

We are co::fide:-:.t about our ability to ce!e::c c-...::

country or any of our friends fran exter:-:al aggression. ':he 
issue posed is of a different nature. It in•:ol•.·es t!-:e 
stationing of So·.·iet co::-...bat troops here in the Kester:-:. 
Henisphere in a cou::try �hich acts as a Soviet proxy i:: 
military advent1.;res in ot!:er areas of the world, li:;o.e Africa. 

We do ha�e the right to insist that the Soviet Cnio:-:. 
respect our i�terests a:-:.d ot.:r co::cerns if the Soviet Cnio:: 
expectsus to resp�ct their se:-.sibilities a:-�d t!-lei:- cc:-.cer:-.s. 
Otherwise, relations between our two cou::tries will 
inevitably be ad·:ersely affected. We are seriously pursui::g 
this issue with t!-le Soviet Cnion, and we are consultin� close:� 
with the Congress. 

HO?..E 
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Let ::-.�-,-�pnasiz'e.-::'t:nat this �s a sensitive iss:.;e tha-: 
faces OUr �:atio!{�·- ,i!l:o:Lu's/, and O:Jr �;atio� as a W!10!e :':'.'0:5': 

respond not o:-:'i·/ ., .. :i-:h.;:irnh'��-s a:-�d stren g th , but also '-"i':� 

calm and a se�·s�-,·.c;·:· p;�:>O�tion·�· 
-

, .. 
_
_ . - .· ·  •·. ·.··- ·. ' ·�: ..... -: :.·:�··.�· (· .. ,.·.· .· :���· 

-T-hi's .'i��:-:�- ti�� 't6� :i�� di"p'lo:::acy. not par..ic a:-::: 
not exa-;-;e::-atic:-. "- r.S Secreta ry . \'a:ice .clsc:Jsses th is iss·.:,: 
wi�� Sc;\.:.i�t. 'rep ::-ese:; ta ti ves :in .the �-c"c�ing .cays, the Cc:-:�::ess 
an�_,,t_�e.Ar::erica:-: people can help t-o_.erisu.re a success!':.;l 
outco�e. of th�se ci'scussions and ne�tit:la.tions by PZ::�ser·.�i:-:; 

. - an -�-tmc:,si)tl'ere· -i�_--�..i}llch �·our-:C:iplc=!acy 'c,ari :-w9rJL-

Who:\ ::.;���f;":�� :"=i�;i!�:�:·;��;�:1!f::!" !!� :;�"�:�··' .,, th 

ad...::-:i·ni� tra_�·i'o:-1�' ... -:'len·: I -�xpress- r.:�,._: �ofiiicle�ce ,that o�;r �3 t.: = � 
can ;coriti��e

· t6 shdw. 
its�-lf to' be:cal6 ar..d steady as �-.. · ,  

as. s�ront;;. a:1c.'�'i6. Thank .you very much. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

September 10, 1979 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: ALFRED E. KA 

ESTHER 

SUBJECT: Our Meeting With Consumer Representatives 
On The Anti-Inflation Program 

* 

Our offices arranged this meeting with consumer representatives, 
as part of our process of consultations on the second year anti
inflation program. 

They began the meeting by asking for our assurance that we would 
transmit their views to you. In view of our much more frequent 
consultations with business and labor groups, and the belief of 
some of these people that our meetings with them are little more 
than token gestures, we thought the request a reasonable one, 
and agreed. Here is our delivery on the promise; we do believe 
you will find it valuable to see what was on their minds. 

* 

1. They asked about the outcome of your meeting 
with food processors and distributors. Fred promised 
find out where the COWPS compliance inquiries stand. 
situation is that the Council has identified several 
of probable noncompliance, which it is processing as 
peditiously as possible. 

to 
The 

cases 
ex-

2. Their most pressing concern is the soaring price 
of heating oil, with the genuine suffering that it promises 
to bring. 

a. There was some sentiment among them for a reimpo
sition of price controls on heating oils. Fred 
responded that COWPS people had already scheduled 
a meeting with DOE staff for Monday, September 10, 
to consider all possibilities, including your 
possible meeting with the oil companies. He also 
pointed out, however, that trying to force the 
price down might be dangerous, because it might 
discourage the requisite expansion of supply. 

Attached 
Erectrostat�c Copy Msde 
for PresowatBon Purposes 
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b. They also asked whether there was any consideration 
being given to a reimposition of controls on crude 
oil. We told them there was not, and that this was 
in any event only a very small part of the explana
tion of the increase in heating oil prices. 

c. They asked where we stood on direct assistance to 
people of modest incomes. We pointed out that 
this was covered by your urgent recommendation to 
Congress. 

3. They asked whether any consideration was being 
given to trying to break the OPEC price, through such 
measures as encouraging the expansion of production in non
OPEC countries, and setting up an exclusive governmental 
importing organization to bargain with OPEC. Fred said 
that he was aware of our advocacy of World Bank assistance 
to oil exploration in a broad spectrum of countries, and 
would undertake to find out whether the Department of Energy 
was giving any serious consideration to the centralized pur
chasing or any other measures that might offer hope of forc
ing the OPEC price down. 

4. They strongly advocated the setting up of a Federal 
Energy Corporation, as proposed in a bill by Senator Stevenson, 
to serve as a "yardstick" for private oil companies. We 
pointed out the intense Congressional hostility even to the 
minor proposal in your energy message for possible federal 
ownership of a maximum of three of the synthetic fuels plants, 
and expressed the opinion that in these circumstances press
ing for a Federal Energy Corporation would almost certainly 
be politically fruitless. 

5. They asked whether we were giving any further con
sideration to Gar Alperovitz's proposal of a negative excise 
tax on food, as a means of producing an immediate dampening 
effect on the cost of living: he estimates that at a net 
budgetary cost of $12 billion, one could produce a 1 percent 
decline in the CPI. Fred had once in the past called this 
proposal to your attention. We asked Alperovitz to send us 
the latest version of the proposal, and offered to ask 
Charlie Schultze and Bill Miller to give it serious consid
eration. It is not a ridiculous suggestion, as some have 
characterized it

-
.

--
In the event that economic conditions 

made it sensible to think about tax cuts, the suggestion 
could well become viable; but we emphasized that we were 
holding firm to your present budgetary intentions. 

6. Several of them contended that Fred should speak out 
forcefully in opposition to increased spending for defense be
cause 0f its inflationary effects. We rejected this advice, 
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arguing that all spending is inflationary; whether it should 
or should_; not be .unde.rt::.aken must depend , critically, on a 
compari�Ofi:_,Qf ·those costs,witl:i..the benefits; that while in 
a ser1se. -.d¢':f.emse spendi:n,g· is 'mote :inflationary than most kinds, 
as th�y-cdlltemded,·be<?�us·e,the�;sp�n:ding is not matched by an 
incre'as�d::.flow of ggods· ana: .sery_ice_s ·for sale in the market, 
we· �haye .no::··c'omp�teric�: tc;>,:··.jlidge.\:the".b.enefi ts; and, therefore , 

. ccruld'•:offe'r."you·i;noc:useflil-.advl.•ce-: .fii•:,•:making the critical 
perte:���_lq'o's�.:_':f-�ID.R�F��9ri:� ;·· · �. · · · · '' , . • .c. • · · 

· 
· ·: •- :::7:( �::; :.Th�y < .

pressed us fo�;, ac. f��itai. of accomplishments 
corriin_g�·o�f:�·o•f 'the working-groups' ,�e'<h.�ve set up to attack 
infla::t:.i6ri:�-in :·the necessities -- ,food� housing, energy, 
meqica-1 Care,. Several of the{ attendees are leaders in 
COIN.. ,_. 

8. ·Mrs. Pooler had some specific critic isms of our 
special price standards for public utilities, which she 
promised to document in a letter to Fred. 

9. They asked us to convey to you their opinion 
that there is some rate of increase in the CPI at which 
mandatory wage and price controls must be adopted.· As 
one of them put it: "We'd like the President to know 
that when the CPI hits 20 percent , everybody in this 
room will be for wage and price controls." 

• •. \- • ·j � • •  ' �' •• 

., ., 
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Attendees 
September 6, 1979 � Inflation Briefing 

Sponsored by Esther Peterson and Alfred E. Kahn 

Gar Alperovitz 
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Executive�birector 
New York : s'tate 
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99 Washington Avenue 
Albany, New York 12210 
518: 474-3514 

Mark Green 
Congress Watch 
133 C Street, S.E. 
Washington, D. C. 20003 
546-4996 

STAFF: 

-Rh,od�. Karpatkin 
c6ns'uiners . Union 
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· Mt. :Vernon, New York 10550 
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Ellen 'Haas 
Coil,supler Federation 

·of America 
1146 - 19th Street, N.W. 
Washington, D� C. 20036 
833-1730 

Rod Leonard,Deputy Special Assistant, Consumer Affairs Office 

Jim Zellner, Staff Economist, Consumer Affairs Office 

Midge Shubow, Press Secretary, Consumer Affairs Office 

. Julie Clark, .Associate Deputy for Intergovernmental Affairs, 
· 

· ·· . .  Inflation 

Josh' Gotba�:�. :Executive Assistant to Alfred E. Kahn 
. ·, 

, . · : 
' .· . Al From, Deputy·

' 
for ·cori�ressional Affairs, Inflation Office 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

September 10, 1979 

LUNCH WITH ARCHBISHOP JOHN R. QUINN, PRESIDENT, CONFERENCE OF 

BISHOPS, UNITED STATES CATHOLIC CONFERENCE 

I. PURPOSE 

Tuesday, September 11, 1979 
Noon - 12:30 p.m. 
The Oval Office 

FROM: Anne Wexler � 

To meet with the elected leader of the organized Catholic 
Church in the United States. 

II. BACKGROUND, PARTICIPANTS, AND PRESS PLAN 

A. Background: In his capacity as President of the Conference 
of Bishops, Archbishop Quinn was invited to Camp David in July 
along with other religious leaders. He could not make it to 
Camp David, and designated Terence Cardinal Cooke of New York 
to replace him. This luncheon meeting was arranged as a follow-up 
to Camp David and to provide an opportunity for you and Archbishop 
Quinn to discuss matters that have arisen in recent weeks, par
ticularly the Pope's October visit. 

Archbishop Quinn is the Archbishop of San Francisco. A 
California nat1ve, he was the first Archbishop of Oklahoma 
City before being appointed to the San Francisco post. He 
has been President of the Conference of Bishops since 1977. 
He is 50 years old. 

B. Participants: The only participants will be the 
Archbishop and you. 

C. Press Plan: White House photographer only (no press). 

Electrost2t8c Copy Msde 
for Preseuvat8on Purpo$68 
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III. LIKELY TOPICS 'OF DISCUSSION 
. . 

Our understttnd:i_ng: from;·C�tholic .Conference staff is that 
Archbishop Quinn wil.,Lriot be coming with any sort of f.ormal 
agend·a� ·we: have indicated to .. ,them that the luncheon _should 
be·�viewed ai:; ,iiiri i'nformal oc.casio'I1· for you and Archbishop . 
Q�i-nn: .to_ ge·t: to know :each othe_r'. · ' 

• . � •. ·,1 ·,. _:·.: ;':· ; . ' . - _· • .  :, _.::_ • ' • ' , . ' ' •·' ·: . ,' - . ' ' 

The :.f.ollowirig,:mat.tef;s may ;come ·"up in the course of the . 
luncheon:: · · · · · ;: · · · · · · · 

. ·_. ·. ·" 

. . .. ·a .. Pope's'':Visit-- ···:t· h�v�) been. \4orking ciliosely with � 
vatican reprepen1tatives, Catholic. Conference staff, · 

. Gretcnem'Pos.t6n, and others on arrangements for this visit 
on·· October 6. .A schedule of" events is attached. The final 
guest lists are now being .drawn up, and any ideas th�t 
A�chbishop Quinn has regarding the events, guests, etc., 
should be referred to me. 

· 

o SALT and Defense-- The Catholic Conference's support A::-
for the rat1.f1.cat1.on of SALT II was reaffirmed just last 
Thursday, September 6, in test.imony by Archbishop _John Krol 
of Philadelphia before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. 
The Conference is concerned, however, about the possibility 
that SALT will be linked to major. increases in defense ex
penditures, since such increases "inevitably will result in 
new limits on spending for essential human services here and 
abroad." 

o Northern Ireland-- The Catholic Conference has not -=!:
taken a·formal posit1.on, but it is concerned that the U:nited 
States has not taken an active enough role in the search for 
a peaceful soltitidn . 

.. o Middle East-- The Conference has recently exp;ressed � 
concern about·_,Pa).est.l,nian participation in negotiations (the . 
Conference· favors ·such·. participation and a Palestiniarv "homeland") 
arid, about: 'f::h� pres·erv,ation of Lebanon as an indepen¢lent; · · ·· · 

·religiously ··plural.istic state.· . A major interna-tional- a:id program 
· ·for·:::•Leban0nn. �.is a curre:n.t Catholic Confer_ence goal • .  · ' . · . . . . . ' .. . . . .  • '  

-� . o ·Department of· Education--·. The conference is eoppos'ed to 
creation:.of .this depar:t:meiit,· believing', that it wiil·be',_dominat�d 
by ·publ'ic s'chooi .interests�.--. There. will be an upgraded Officei ·.: : . .. . 

·of ;Nor,ipublic· Education -�ri:;the new department. _ . , 

. . -.o. :int��nal":R.e-�enu� .. service Rulings-- The confer�nce �s,·: .. · 
concer,n�d· �bout IR�. rulingp_ re.lating to voter "education" ·:a�d 

· scliool ':Ciiscrimiliat1ori• My ··office and the Treasury Depar�ent . have
. 

been -working with them on these fairly technicaL:subjec.ts. 

. � ' 
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PROPOSED SCENARIO 

VISIT O:F HIS HOLINESS, JOHN PAUL II 

Saturday, October 6 

11:00 a.m. 

1:30 p.m. 

MRS .  CARTER, accompanied by Dr. Brzezinski, meet 
His Holiness John Paul II at Andrews Air Force 
Base. 

His Holiness John Paul II a rrives by motorcade 

at tbe North Portico and is met by the 
PRESIDENT and MRS .  CARTER. 

THE PRESIDENT and MRS .  CARTER, and His Holiness 
John Paul II proceed to platform on the North 

La�� where His Holiness, after being introduced 
by T.:ili PRESIDENT, 'Will make remarks. 

NOTE: Seated in this area will be: 

Members of Congress and· spouse (or .. �e�t) 
Members of Cabinet and spouse ( or guest) 
Members of Supreme Court and spouse ( or guest ) 

Standing will be: 

W'nite House staff member s and spouse (or guest) 

Protocol seating will. be arran ged in the front 
row for the Cabinet, Judiciary and leadership 
of Congress. 

As His Holiness John Paul II proceeds to platform, 

he ��11 be escorted around first row to greet 

those guests, then onto platform. 

NOTE: Platform participants will be: 

T�� PRESIDENT �� MRS .  CA�TER 

His Holiness John Paul II 
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Page 2 
Scenario 

2:00p.m. 

2:15 p.m. 

3:15 p.m. 

3:45 p.m. 

4:20p.m. 

4:30p.m. 

THE PRESIDEKT A-\"TD .MRS. CARTER, His Holiness John Paul- II, 
both official p arties, at conclusion of rer::.a.rk.s, proceed 
inside to the Blue Room for brief private reception. 

NOTE: Receiving line �ill include: 

TrlE PRESIDENT Ah� MRS. CARTER 
His Holiness John Paul II 

\ 

THE PRESIDENT and His H oliness John Paul II depart 
State Floor and proceed to the Oval Office for 
private meetings. 

NO.TE: The official parties depart State Floor 
and proceed to the Cabinet Room. 

PRIVATE F.A...11ILY MEETING 

THE PRESIDENT and His Holiness John Paul II depart 
the family quarters enroute Blue Room for entrance 
to South Lawn. 

THE PRESIDEKT makes remarks of �elcome then 
His Holiness John Paul II makes reBark.s. 

NOTE: Invited Guests on Sout� La�� 
l \� . · •  

His Holiness John Paul II depa rts South La��. 

Motorcade with His.Holiness John Paul II departs 
North Portico. 

Sunday, October 7 

8:00 p.m. MRS .  CAR7ER and Vice President Mondale, accompanied 
by Dr. Brzezinski are present for the departure of 
His Holiness John Paul II from .Ancire"-'S Air Force Base. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

September 5, 1979 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 
lJIRS. CARTER 

From: Bob 1"1addox � 

SUBJECT: Meeting with Billy Graham 

On �vednesday morning, August.29, I met with Dr. Billy Graham 
at his home in Montreat, North Carolina. In every way he 
was cor dial and gracious. 

Matters Discussed 

1. Feelings about the President. 

Billy Graham and his staff remember with gratitude the 
President's willingness, many years ago , to chair a 
Graham f ilm event ·in Americus, Georgia bef6re an 
integrated audience. 

Dr. Graham also remembers Governor Carter's role as 
Honorary Chairman of the Graham Crusade in Atlanta a few 
years ago. 

Dr. Graham assured me he has complete confidence in, 
admiration and love for the President. He supports 
t he President wholeheartedly. He pray s daily for the 
President. 

··._ .. · · ·.· ·· In the course ·of th� conversation Pr_. __ Graham .re.f.erred<to.. . ... · .. ... 

'ci/"-�;:+Jff����l���i�t(�;lt���iif������if'f.1���!ft��H�R�i��;in·��",i:��t�� 
I� �ould give Dr. Gra� am �1easu�e to b� of s�rvice to the 
President. He would especially welcome private time with 
him for conversation. Dr. Graham does not care to be a 
highly visible figure at the White House. 



. .  

I thanked Dr. Graham for his support of SALT II. 
Dr. Graham declined a request to give Senate testimony 
on behalf of the agreement. He told me that he had 
consistently refused to give Senate testimony o n  any 
issue. 

He assured me, however, that he would use every public 
platform at his disposal to talk about the agreement. 
He is scheduled for several major talk shows this fall. 

We talked about Mark Hatfield's moratorium amendment. 
Dr. Graham would welcome moratorium but does not believe 
that such a step is possible at this time. 

3. Miscellaneous Items 

Dr. Graham urged the President to attend the Family of Man 
·Conference Banquet in New York on September 27. "Other 

Presidents have dbne so." 

He w ould welcome the opportunity to work with the President 
and Staff on "moral and spiritual" issues. He did not 
say what these would be. As his specific help is sought, 
he would probably decide issue by issue. 

On behalf of Lynda Johnson Robb I asked Dr. Graham 
would like to com� out in public support for ERA. 
quickly , with nervous laughter, declined, though I 
impression that he himself has no problem with the 
amendment. 

if he 
He 

got the 

On the Pope's visit to the White House he saw n o  problem 
if the event were handled with due regard to church/state 
separa t.ion .• 

The conservative right, fundamentalist evangelical 
political coalitions are a definite factor in American 
life. Dr. Graham urged the President to take careful 

I 
I ·i 

f10te. ot cth is .grpup�� 
. -- - '  
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, time, would please him.· · 

/ � 

. I 
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MEMORANDUM 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

September 5, 1979 

FOR THE PRESID� 
JACK WATSON .-p. 

A 
A-

ARNIE MILL -tf1-J 
of Federal Regional Council 

in Region VII, Kansas City 

The person who has served as Chairman of the 
Federal Regional Council in Region VII, Kansas 
City, John Kemp, has retired from federal service 
to become Governor Carlin's Secretary of Trans
portation. 

We recommend that you appoint the current Vice 
Chair, Wayne Thomas, Regional Director of 
Community Services Administration, as Chairman 
to fill out the one year term of John Kemp. The 
CSA agrees with this recommendation. 

APPROVE 

:;,-· ., 

DISAPPROVE 

Electrostatic Copy Made 

for PreseliV&tlon Purpo� 
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